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Tough times are challenging times, and 
the ability to cope depends in part on the 
information you have and the decisions you 
make. Managing in Tough Times presents 
information to help you make sound 
decisions that affect you and your family 
in the wake of a natural disaster, large-
scale public health threats or individual 
misfortune. 

Originally published in 2010, Managing 
in Tough Times has been revised to better 
refect our lives in 2020. This collection of 18 
documents is organized in three sections: 

• Nutrition and Fitness 

• Family Development 

• Financial Resource 
Management 

Each topic in these sections is designed 
to provide basic information and practical 
suggestions – positive action steps, and 
additional resources or references. These 
topics were selected and developed with 
the Louisiana family in mind. 

Our expert contributors agree that major 
upheaval, regardless of the cause, takes a 
toll on our fnances, our health, our wellness 
and our routines – but these factors can 
be managed. We hope that you will use 
this resource information, that you fnd 
it helpful, and that you will share it with 
others who are also trying to manage their 
tough time. 

Wishing you the best – 

Elizabeth Gollub, Ph.D., M.P.H., R.D., 
Assistant Professor, 
School of Nutrition and Food Sciences 
and the LSU AgCenter FCS Faculty and Staff 
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Managing in Tough Times

STRETCHING YOUR 
FOOD DOLLARS

Grocery shopping can be a real 
challenge, especially if you are on 
a limited budget. However, food 
is a flexible budget expense that 
can be reduced when money 
is tight. By planning ahead 
and managing your money 
wisely, you can still serve 
meals that are appetizing, 
easily prepared and nutritious. 

FOOD SHOPPING STARTS  
AT HOME 

Most of us can change our food spending habits in ways 
that make each food dollar go further and still provide our 
families with nutritious meals and snacks. Before dashing out 
to the grocery store, it is important to do your homework. Take 
time to inventory what you already have on hand. Review 
newspaper or online sales ads, plan meals and snacks, and 
make a shopping list. By doing so, you are more likely to find 
the best buys, avoid impulse purchases and eliminate extra 
trips for forgotten items. 

Be a smart shopper and get more for your money by 
deciding in advance what foods to serve for meals and snacks. 
As you plan your menus, follow these important steps: 

Check newspaper or online ads for special 
sales. Planning your meals around specials and seasonal 
foods can help save money. Compare advertised prices 
among stores to find where you can save the most on your 
entire shopping list. Buy only what you can use and compare 
prices with those found in other ads. Be aware that specials 
and coupon offers invite you to buy impulsively, which can 
blow your budget. Even at special prices and with refunds or 
coupons, some foods may not be within your budget. 

Clip coupons. You can save money if the item is one 
you would normally buy and if the item is less expensive 
than similar brands. Many cents-off coupons offered by 
manufacturers or stores are for the more expensive, highly 
processed foods or for foods in abundant supply. But using 
coupons for coffee, prepared foods, cereals, flour and flour mix 
products can save about 10% in most food budgets. Do not 
use a coupon to justify buying a food that your family does not 
need or that costs more than a store brand.

Use free phone apps that help you earn money 
back on the items you buy. There are many free apps 
that can be downloaded to your smart phone that will allow 
you to get money back on items you purchase at a variety 
of retail stores. The money you save can be applied to future 
purchases or redeemed later.

Take advantage of seasonal specials. Most foods, 
especially fresh fruits and vegetables, are generally less 
expensive when in great supply. 

Consider food preferences. When you serve popular 
foods, you increase eating pleasure. Plan meals around 
economical, nutritious recipes that your family likes and serve 
these often.

 Think appetite appeal. We eat with our eyes.  Plan 
meals using foods of contrasting colors, textures, flavors, sizes 
and shapes. 

Plan to use leftovers. When safely handled, leftovers 
can be used in casseroles and soups or for snacks or in 
lunchboxes. If there is food waste in your household, ask 
yourself why. Are you buying food in the right quantities? Is 
food refused or left on the plate? Is the food cooked properly? 
Encourage family members to help in menu planning and 
meal preparation so you will have help in making decisions 
that affect the eating pleasure of the entire family. 

MAKING A SHOPPING LIST 
One of the best ways to control spending and avoid 

impulse buying is to make a list of the items needed. Having 
already planned your menus, the rest is easy. Some helpful 
hints for making a shopping list are: 

• Keep an ongoing list and jot down items as your 
supply gets low. 

• Look over the recipes you plan to use. Be sure you 
have the necessary ingredients. 

• Check the cupboards, the refrigerator and the freezer 
for foods on hand. Are there staple items, such as flour, 
sugar, coffee, salt or rice that should be added to the 
list? 

• If storage space permits, stock up on sale items used 
regularly. 
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• Organize your list according to the store layout. This 
will save you time and reduce the temptation to buy 
foods not on your list. 

If you find that you are continually exceeding your food 
spending plan, evaluate your menus and shopping list for 
ways to cut costs. Serving low-cost main dishes is one of the 
best ways to economize. Another is substituting lower cost or 
on-sale foods for planned foods on your list. If entertaining is 
taking too much of your grocery money, simplify the foods you 
serve. Underline the items on your shopping list that are basic 
to the family diet. Buy these foods first. Include other items as 
your food spending plan permits. 

SHOPPING CHOICES 
With the planning done, you are now ready to shop. But 

where will you do your grocery shopping? Food prices, of 
course, are one of the major factors in determining where you 
will shop. No-frills and warehouse stores can be less expensive 
because the cost of doing business is lower. Many shoppers 
who live in rural communities find a once-a-month trip to 
a warehouse store saves on foods that store easily and on 
nonfood household supplies. 

Convenience stores almost always charge higher prices on 
food. Farmers markets and co-ops have helped many families 
reduce their food costs. The selection of products may be more 
limited than in most supermarkets, but the prices are usually 
lower. 

Usually, it is more efficient to shop at one nearby store that 
has reasonable prices. Shopping at several stores each week 
uses valuable time, energy and fuel. Remember, the more 
often you shop or the greater number of stores you shop in, 
the more likely you are to buy more food than you need. Eat 
before you shop because everything looks good when you are 
hungry. And, if possible, try to shop when the store is not too 
crowded. Keep in mind the following shopping pointers so you 
can become a skillful shopper and get more for your money: 

• Shop alone when possible. When family 
members are along, you tend to buy more. 

• Know the regular prices of items you 
generally buy. This way you will recognize when 
an advertised special is really a bargain. If you shop in 
stores where individual items do not have price tags 
attached to them, you may want to write the price 
on the shopping list or on each package after you get 
home. 

• Be alert for unadvertised specials in the 
store. These can save you money. But all items 
displayed at the end of aisles in the store may not be 
on special. 

• Compare national brand, store brand and 
other products. While the nutritional value 
generally is comparable among brands, you may find 
a difference in quality and appearance. However, if 
you do not need top quality, appearance or uniformity, 
consider lower-priced brands.   

• Take advantage of unit pricing. The unit price 
is the per-unit measure (the number of cents per ounce 
or gram), which is often posted on the shelf below 
the product. If a store provides this information, you 
can use it to find out whether the 16-ounce can of 
creamed corn is a better buy than the 12-ounce can. To 
figure unit prices on your own, divide the price of the 
container by the number of ounces it contains. 

• Ask for a rain check. If a specially priced item is 
sold out, ask for a rain check. It allows you to purchase 
the item at the sale price at a later date. 

• Read labels. Food labels list the ingredients and 
valuable nutritional information, which are helpful in 
judging the nutritional quality of a food item. 
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WHEN YOUR SHOPPING IS 
DONE 

Go straight home after grocery shopping 
so perishable foods can be refrigerated or kept frozen. 
Warm temperatures are the leading cause of food 
spoilage, so refrigerate or freeze all perishable foods 
immediately after shopping. 

When you get home from the store, compare 
your register receipt with your food cost goal. Then 
check your purchases carefully and critically. Are they 
economical when compared with other choices you 
might have made? Did you buy some foods not on 
your list? Can these extras be justified as important for 
meeting food needs, being real bargains or providing a 
worthwhile tasty treat? 

Managing food dollars wisely involves planning 
before and during your grocery shopping. Some 
knowledge of nutrition, plus careful meal planning, 
skillful shopping, and proper food storage, handling 
and preparation will help you to serve satisfying meals 
while remaining within your food budget. 

REFERENCE  
Stretch Your Food Dollars.  eXtension.org

AUTHORS
Revised by: Sandra May, M.S.. L.D.N., R.D., Instructor, School of 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 

Adapted by:  Jeanette A. Tucker, Ph.D., Professor and Extension 
Family Economics Specialist, LSU AgCenter (Retired)
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Shopping List

Visit our website: www.LSUAgCenter.com

PUB3157-F       online       9/20 Rev.
William B. Richardson, LSU Vice President for Agriculture

Louisiana State University Agricultural Center, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service, LSU College of Agriculture
The LSU AgCenter and LSU provide equal opportunities in programs and employment.
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Managing in Tough Times

CUT FOOD COSTS: 
PLAN, SHOP AND BUY
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We are all feeling the crunch on 
our monthly budget these days. 
Being thrifty is important when 
we need to watch our food dollars. 
With a little planning and smart 
shopping, you will be able to keep 
more money in your pocket. Here 
are some tips on how to plan, shop 
and buy foods on a budget.

PLAN
• Never leave home without a shopping list. Keep a 

running list on your smartphone or have paper and pencil 
available on your kitchen counter so that you and your 
family members can add items to the list as you run out. 

• Plan weekly meals and snacks with your family. Make 
your grocery list according to the planned meals and 
snacks.

• Organize your refrigerator and cabinets so you can readily 
take inventory of what you have on hand and what you 
may need to add to your grocery list.

• Include some meatless meals in your meal planning. Use 
dried beans or eggs as a main dish or make a vegetarian 
lasagna. 

• Plan meals using seasonal foods. Fruits and vegetables in 
season are less expensive and tastier than those bought 
out of season.

• If you use coupons, clip coupons for those items you 
already use. Don’t put something on your list that you 
don’t need or would not otherwise buy just because you 
have a coupon. 

• Consider mileage. Shopping at many stores to save money 
on certain items may not be worth the extra time and 
gasoline cost. Also, during this time of a public health 
emergency, it’s important to limit trips to the grocery 
store.

SHOP
• Shop only once a week. The more trips to the store, the 

more money you spend.

• Have a set budget for how much you can spend on food 
each week.

• Do not shop hungry. You will buy extra food that you 
would not ordinarily buy.

• Shop alone if possible. If shopping with others, you may 
be persuaded to buy foods that are not on your list and 
are not as nutritious as you would like them to be.

• Shop for the best prices at grocery stores, dollar stores or 
farmers markets. Avoid shopping at convenience stores as 
they tend to be more expensive.

• Shop at stores that offer extra savings on “senior day” 
or double-coupon days. Also, you may want to consider 
joining your store’s loyalty program to get discounts.

• Look for free smartphone apps that will help you save 
money at the register or earn money on your purchases 
that can be redeemed later.
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OFF

GIFTCODE
YOUR PROMO CODE:

50%
OFF

2 DAYS 

ONLY
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BUY
• Check the store flyer or online ads for sale items and 

stock up.

• Compare brands. Buy store brands instead of national 
brands.

• Avoid buying foods that are displayed at the end of 
the aisle or sample foods. Some stores want you to try 
something new so that you will be tempted to buy it and 
try it. If the foods are not on your list, do not put them in 
your cart.

• Compare the unit pricing. Comparing the cost per ounce 
or per pound will help you get the most for your money.

• Buy foods in bulk only if you save money doing so. 

• Avoid buying foods that will spoil quickly. Spoiled food is 
money wasted.

• Avoid buying junk food for snacks. Stock up on fresh or 
canned fruits and vegetables, 100% fruit juices, yogurt 
and popcorn for snacks.

• Check the “sell by” and “use by” dates to be sure you 
buy the freshest foods.

• Buy the most economical form of a food item. For 
example, buy plain breads and cereals instead of the 
fancy breads and cereals. Buy regular rice, grits or 
oatmeal rather than the quick-cooking version. Head 
lettuce is much cheaper than buying lettuce in a bag. 
Buy a whole chicken and cut it up yourself rather than a 
whole cut-up chicken.

• Shop around the edges of the grocery store. Generally, the 
healthier, less-processed foods, such as fruits, vegetables, 
dairy and meat, are found around the edges of the store. 
These foods are healthier and go further in the kitchen.

• Do not buy dented or damaged canned goods. They may 
be inexpensive but could be a waste if the food is spoiled.

AUTHOR
Prepared by: Sandra May, M.S., L.D.N., R.D., Instructor,  
School of Nutrition and Food Sciences
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Managing in Tough Times

SAVE MONEY BY 
SHOPPING CAREFULLY!

Saving money at the grocery store could be a challenge, 
but it could also be fun! It feels good to save money and 
to stretch those grocery dollars.

Here are some ideas to get you started:

• Plan! Check for sales and specials at the local grocery 
stores. You can find these listed in your local paper, on the 
store website, social media and in your email inbox. Plan 
healthy meals and snacks for the week using ideas from 
the ads. 

• Check your refrigerator and cabinets BEFORE going to 
the store. Don’t ignore or discard foods you can use. Plan 
meals that use the foods on hand so you only purchase 
what you really need. 

• Collect low-cost recipes. The Healthy Eating on a Budget 
website is a great resource: https://www.choosemyplate.
gov/eathealthy/budget.  

• Shop with a list! Make it and stick to it. Grocery stores 
want you to buy food on impulse. Your shopping list will 
keep you on track and within your budget.

• We all tend to purchase our favorite brands or items, 
but take an extra moment to look around as you shop. 
Otherwise, you might miss bargains or new products that 
are cheaper.

• Try store brands of your favorite foods. They usually cost 
less than name brands, and you might discover that you 
like them just as much.

• Look at the top and bottom shelves in the grocery store. 
Store brands and best buys are often placed away from 
your eye level.

• Ask the store manager about the shelf-stocking schedule. 
Plan to shop when the store will be well-stocked. 

• Weekly sale or super-sale items are always tempting — 
but don’t buy them unless you need them or are certain 
you will use them soon. 

• Pay attention to unit pricing!  
Unit pricing tells you how much an item costs per standard 
unit (e.g., per ounce or per pound). This information is 
generally posted on the shelf as part of the shelf price 
label, and it helps you compare and to shop for the best 
deal so you can save money. 
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PAY ATTENTION TO UNIT PRICING! 
Unit pricing tells you how much an item costs per 
standard unit (e.g., per ounce or per pound). This 
information is generally posted on the shelf as part of the 
shelf price label, and it helps you compare and to shop for 
the best deal so you can save money. 
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Managing in Tough Times

BEANS:  NUTRITIOUS, TASTY 
AND ECONOMICAL 

Finding ways to stretch food 
dollars is important in tough 
economic times. One way to 
get the nutrition you and your 
family need without giving up 
taste, variety and time is to 
make beans a regular part of 
your meals. 

In Louisiana, red beans served over rice is a common 
dish served at home and is a regular menu item at many 
restaurants. White beans are often served as a side with 
jambalaya. There are, however, many other types of beans, 
such as lima beans, black beans, soybeans (also known as 
edamame in Asian cuisine), kidney beans, garbanzo beans 
(also known as chickpeas), navy beans and pinto beans to 
name a few.

Beans are easy to prepare, versatile and convenient. Dry 
beans take a while to cook when cooked on the stove but are 
easy to prepare in a slow cooker or pressure cooker. Canned or 
frozen beans usually only need to be heated on the stove or in 
the microwave before serving. They can be used in an endless 
variety of ways, such as in main dishes, soups, dips, salads, 
casseroles and as a side dish. 

Beans and other legumes are some of the most widely 
available, inexpensive and nutritionally complete staple foods. 
They are an especially low-cost source of protein and can be 
stretched across many meals. The cost of a 15- to 16-ounce 
can of cooked beans ranges from about $1 to $1.50. Check 
out these conversions to see how far a bag or can of beans 
will go:

• One can provides about three one-half cup servings or 
enough beans for two main dishes. 

• One pound (or 2 cups) of dry beans will give you 5 to 6 
cups cooked beans. 

• A 15 ½-ounce can (drained) will give you 1 2/3 cups of 
cooked beans. 

• One pound of dry beans equals three 15 ½-ounce cans 
(drained).

Dry and canned beans need no refrigeration or peeling. 
According to the American Dry Bean Board, canned beans 
may be stored up to 12 months in the original, unopened can. 

Dry beans can be cooked in large amounts and then frozen in 
meal-size portions for up to six months. Making meals ahead 
of time can save time on those days when you are rushed to 
get dinner on the table.

Beans can also help with weight management. They have a 
lower glycemic index, which means they have less impact on 
blood sugar levels. They are also high in fiber, which provides 
a sense of fullness that helps reduce feelings of hunger. Also, 
depending on the variety, a 1/2-cup serving of cooked dry 
beans weighs in at about 125 calories. 

The Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2015-2020 and 
MyPlate consider beans to be a part of the protein and 
vegetable food groups because they contain nutrients found 
in both groups. Beans are a nutrient-rich source of complex 
carbohydrates and contain dietary fiber, proven to reduce 
the risk of heart disease and some cancers. The American 
Cancer Society recommends eating five or more servings of 
fruits and vegetables each day and also choosing beans as 
an alternative to meat. Beans contain folate, which helps 
protect against heart disease and stroke. Folate is also very 
important to pregnant women and their unborn babies. During 
pregnancy, women need more folate to help reduce the risk of 
birth defects in unborn babies in the first few weeks of their 
pregnancy. Beans are also a good source of potassium, which 
helps control blood pressure and iron. For your body to absorb 
the iron, eat foods rich in vitamin C with the beans. Foods rich 
in vitamin C are oranges and orange juice, tomato products, 
green peppers, cantaloupe, cabbage and broccoli.
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The Dietary Guidelines emphasize the importance of beans 
in a healthful diet and recommend an adult intake of 3 cups of 
legumes such as beans each week. This amount is more than 
three times the amount adult Americans typically consume. 
Although children’s suggested intake of beans varies with 
age, even at the lowest daily calorie intake (1,000 calories), 
guidelines include a half-cup of beans for a vegetable serving, 
plus 3 to 4 half-cup bean servings as a protein source per 
week.

“Beans, beans. …” Beans can cause intestinal 
gas in most people. You can cut down on gas by:

• Adding beans to your diet slowly over a 
three- to eight-week period. Once you are 
eating beans on a regular basis, you will 
have less of a problem with gas. 

• Chewing the beans slowly helps digest 
them. 

• Drinking plenty of water or other fluids 
to help your body handle the extra fiber 
from the beans and other strong-flavored 
vegetables. 

• Soaking and cooking the beans using 
the “hot soak” method described below. 
This method gets rid of many of the gas-
producing substances in beans. 

COOKING DRY BEANS 101 
Before dry beans can be used, they have to be plumped up 

with water. Several methods can be used to cook dry beans. 
Here are some tips on how to prepare them. 

Cleaning. Before soaking beans, pick through them 
and remove any small rocks or dirt pieces. Put the beans in a 
strainer, sieve or colander. Rinse with cold water.

Hot soak. In a large pot, heat 10 cups of water to boiling 
for each pound of beans. Add dry beans; boil 2 to 3 minutes. 
Remove from heat, cover and let stand 4 hours or overnight 
(but not more than 16 hours). Do not remove the lid while 

beans are soaking. This method will produce the tenderest 
beans. To cook beans in a hurry, start to cook the beans after 1 
hour of soaking. When the beans have been soaked for 1 hour 
drain the water. Rinse both beans and pan with fresh water. 
Follow your recipe directions.

Traditional soak. Clean and rinse beans. Cover with 
three times as much water as beans (i.e., 1 cup beans to 3 
cups water). Soak overnight. Drain and use as directed in 
recipe or cover with water and simmer about 1 to 2 ½ hours 
until tender.

Refrigerator soak. In a refrigerator container with a lid, 
add 3 cups of cold water to each cup of dry beans. Cover and 
refrigerate for one to three days.

Tender beans tips. Here are some points to remember 
to get the tenderest beans in the least amount of time: 

• Add acidic ingredients, such as tomatoes, vinegar, 
ketchup, chili sauce, molasses or lemon juice after the 
beans are cooked to a tender stage. Add molasses 
before the beans are tender to keep them from 
softening even with a longer cooking time. 

• Avoid adding baking soda to beans to help soften 
them. Baking soda will destroy the B-vitamin thiamin 
and may give the beans an off flavor. Use the hot soak 
method to soften the beans instead. 

• Use a slow cooker or pressure cooker to save time 
when cooking dry beans. In a slow cooker, soaked 
beans will cook to soft within three to four hours and 
five to six hours for unsoaked beans on the HIGH 
setting. In a pressure cooker, beans will soften in about 
22 to 25 minutes.

For recipes and more information on bean cookery, go to 
www.northarvestbean.org. Also, check out our Favorite Bean 
Soup and 4-Bean Chili recipes at https://www.lsuagcenter.
com/topics/food_health/food/build-a-healthy-meal

AUTHOR
Prepared by: Sandra May, M.S., L.D.N.,R.D., Instructor,
School of Nutrition and Food Sciences
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Managing in Tough Times 

GOOD NUTRITION AND 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: KEYS TO 

COPING WITH STRESS 
Good nutrition and 
routine physical activity 
help keep you healthy 
and minimize the impact 
of stress to your body. 

EAT RIGHT TO COPE WITH 
STRESS 

Good nutrition and healthy eating behaviors help you 
respond to stressful situations by strengthening your immune 
system and improving your mood and overall well-being. 
Healthy eating does not have to be complicated. Prepare 
meals and snacks from a variety of sources: 

• Vegetables — Dark green, red, orange, fresh, frozen 
or canned. 

• Fruits — Fresh, frozen, canned or dried. 

• Grains — Breads, pasta, breakfast cereals, tortillas, 
grits, oats, rice and popcorn. At least half of your grains 
should be whole grains. 

• Protein foods — Lean meats, poultry, fsh or other 
seafood, eggs, peanut butter, dry beans and peas, soy, 
nuts and seeds. 

• Dairy — Fat free or low-fat milk or calcium/vitamin D 
fortifed milk alternatives, yogurt and cheese. 

• Oils – Canola, olive, other vegetable oils. 

Choosing foods from these categories in the amounts 
that are right for you will likely provide you with the nutrients 
you need to remain healthy. Some people feel more confdent 
when consuming a supplement as an additional source of 
nutrients. If this is you, purchase a standard multivitamin and 
mineral supplement. Large doses of some individual vitamins 
and minerals can be harmful. 

It is also benefcial to: 

• Eat your meals and snacks on a set schedule. This is 
good for your brain, good for your blood and good for 
your mood. Try not to skip meals, and try not to graze, 
or eat constantly,  throughout the day. 

• Try to make mealtimes relaxed and enjoyable. 

• Choose or prepare snacks that are a good source 
of protein and fber, such as nuts, yogurt, fruit, cut 
veggies, cereals, leftovers or certain snack bars. 

• Avoid high fat and fried foods that may be diffcult to 
digest. 

• Reduce caffeine and alcohol intake. These chemicals 
can increase anxiety and blood pressure. They also 
interfere with sleep, which is essential for good health. 

• Drink plenty of water. 

STRESS AND “STRESS EATING” 
OR APPETITE LOSS EATING 

Stress infuences hunger and food choice. So, overeating 
and developing a preference for comfort foods — usually 
high-fat or high-sugar foods — is a common coping 
mechanism for stress. If this is you, try to reduce this need to 
eat by redirecting or distracting yourself. Follow this advice: 

• Call a friend or talk to someone in your home. 

• Take a walk or play a game with a pet. 

• Try mediation, deep breathing or focusing on an 
unrelated activity, such as a puzzle or a piece of music. 

• But just in case, keep low-fat, low-calorie snacks on 
hand and store the comfort foods out of immediate 
reach. 

Some people lose their appetite when they are stressed. 
Because regular eating is important for stress management, 
these individuals might try to: 

• Eat several small meals 
throughout the day. 

• Try deep breathing, 
taking a walk, talking 
with a friend or just 
sitting quietly as a 
way to relax before 
attempting to eat. 

Lowfat 
Yogurt 
6 OZ 
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EXERCISE TO COPE WITH 
STRESS 

Exercise in practically any form improves your health 
and sense of well-being. Physical activity is known to: 

• Help build and maintain bone mass, strengthen 
muscles and joints, and reduce stiffness. 

• Increase lung capacity. 

• Increase energy. 

• Help lower blood pressure. 

• Help manage weight. 

• Help prevent constipation. 

• Reduce risk of chronic disease (e.g., heart 
disease, diabetes and some cancers). 

• Improve sleep and mood. 

• Help reduce feelings of depression and anxiety. 

• Improve concentration and mental focus. 

WHAT’S THE BEST EXERCISE? 
The best exercise for you is the activity that you enjoy and 

the one you can do and will do! 

The Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans recommend 
a minimum of 150 to 300 minutes per week (approximately 30 
to 60 minutes most days of the week) of moderate-intensity 
aerobic exercise for adults. Include muscle-strengthening 
activities on two or more days each week. Additional benefts 
might be gained by spending more than the minimum time 
being physically active each week. But research also tells 
us that any activity is better than no activity. Furthermore, 
you don’t need to do all your exercise at one time. Several 
10-minute sessions throughout the day should provide the 
same health benefts as one 30-minute session. 

Once you have selected an exercise you enjoy, get started! 

• Make it a routine. 

• Increase exercise gradually. 

• Warm up before and cool down after exercise. 

• Drink water to remain hydrated. 

• If you have to stop exercising for a while, start back 
slowly. 

How well you cope with stress depends in part, on the 
choices you make. Choose healthy eating, and choose to be 
more physically active. 

REFERENCE 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans Eighth Edition. https://health. 
gov/sites/default/fles/2019-09/2015-2020_Dietary_Guidelines. 
pdf 

Physical Activities Gudelines for Americans. https://www. 
hhs.gov/ftness/be-active/physical-activity-guidelines-for-
americans/index.html 
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Managing in Tough Times

TAKEOUT AND DELIVERY:  
MEALS DURING A PUBLIC 

HEALTH EMERGENCY

BACKGROUND 
On Monday, March 16, 2020, Louisiana 

Gov. John Bel Edwards limited restaurants to 
only delivery, takeout or drive-through service 
to limit the spread of the new coronavirus 
that causes COVID-19. Since this decision, 
restaurants are relying on takeout, self-delivery 
and third-party delivery, such as Waitr and 
Uber Eats, to get food to their customers. Even 
though the new coronavirus is not a foodborne 
virus — which means it may not be transferred 
from food — the proven transmission routes 
are direct or indirect person-to-person contact. 
Therefore, there is a need for strict measures 
to minimize the risk of infection transmission 
during food delivery.

person-to-person

person-droplets-person

person-surface-person

Fig. 1 The transmission routes of COVID-19.

2.

2.

2.  Customer A

3.

3.
4.  Customer A

4.  Customer B

4.  Customer C

4.  Customer D

1.  Restaurant A
MENU

1.  Restaurant B
MENU

1.  Restaurant C
MENU

Fig. 2 A typical route taken during takeout and food delivery.

The normal routes for 
transferring food during 
takeout and delivery can be 
summarized in the following 
illustration.

1. Preparing food

2. Picking up food

3. Transporting food

4. Dropping off food
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WHEN PREPARING FOOD
It is important to ensure that the people who are 

handling food are healthy. An employee temperature 
report is needed at the beginning of each shift. Any 
employee who is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19, 
such as fever, cough or shortness of breath, must be 
excluded from the establishment immediately. Standard 
sanitation operating procedures (SSOPs) need to be 
followed strictly.  

When packing foods for delivery or takeout, 
minimize barehanded contact with food containers 
and delivery bags. Cover your mouth and nose when 
sneezing. Sneeze into your elbow or use a tissue. 
Change gloves afterward. Wash hands properly before 
putting on new gloves. 

Clean and sanitize frequently touched surfaces such 
as the shelves and countertops for grab-n-go food 
items. Utensils need to be in a sealed package. 

WHEN PICKING UP ITEMS
All bags need to be clearly marked to reduce 

employee-to-customer or restaurant employee-
to-delivery personnel contact. If communication is 
needed, both parties need to keep a safe distance of 
6 feet, according to the Center of Disease Control and 
Prevention.

WHEN TRANSPORTING FOOD
If customers pick up takeout food themselves and 

transport the food in their vehicles, they need to make 
sure that their vehicles are clean and sanitized. They 
should also put on hand sanitizer after placing food 
in the vehicle. Customers should sanitize the bags and 
thoroughly wash their hands when they get home. 

If the food is delivered by a restaurant employee 
or through a third-party delivery system, the workers 

providing the delivery service should monitor their 
health conditions and refrain from providing the 
service if COVID-19 symptoms are detected. Make sure 
to clean and sanitize carrying bags between deliveries. 
Delivery workers should wash or sanitize their hands 
after picking up at each restaurant and after each 
delivery. 

WHEN DROPPING OFF FOOD
Place the food bag on the front porch or tie it to the 

door handle to minimize person-to-person contact. If 
communication is needed, both parties need to keep 
a safe distance of 6 feet. Customers need to spray 
the bags after pickup from the porch and wash their 
hands thoroughly before removing food from the bag. 
Workers who delivered the food need to wash and/or 
sanitize their hands after each drop-off. 

REFERENCES
The Advocate. 2019. Louisiana steps up restrictions on bars, 
gyms; state warns people will die as coronavirus spreads. 
Available from: 
https://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/coronavirus/
article_e33926a0-67c3-11ea-99f9-bfe96aa59571.html

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 2019. 
Coronavirus. Available from: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
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Managing in Tough Times

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING 
TO PROTECT FOOD SURFACES 

FROM COVID-19 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC), the coronavirus that causes COVID-19 may 
remain viable for several hours on different types of surfaces. 
However, the transmission of the virus from a surface to a 
person has not been documented. The spread of the COVID-19 
virus occurs most frequently through close person-to-person 
contact — within about 6 feet — from either direct contact or 
respiratory droplets from coughs or sneezes. Following proper 
environmental and cleaning programs will limit the survival of 
the COVID-19 virus on surfaces. 

EPA-registered disinfectant products for the COVID-19 
virus on the Disinfectants for Use Against SARS-CoV-2 
list have qualified under the EPA emerging viral 
pathogen program for use against the COVID-19 virus. 

4. For use in food or surfaces that contact food, it is also 
important to always check label guidelines to see if the 
disinfectant is safe and recommended as a food-grade 
product.

How to clean surfaces: 

1. First, clean dirty surfaces using a detergent or soap 
and water before disinfection. 

2. For disinfection, diluted household bleach solutions 
and alcohol solutions with at least 70% alcohol as 
well as other common EPA-registered household 
disinfectants can be used against coronaviruses.

How to prepare a bleach solution:

Follow the manufacturer’s direction for application and 
proper ventilation. The CDC recommends the following 
method to prepare an effective bleach solution:

• 5 tablespoons (1/3 cup) bleach per gallon of water or 

• 4 teaspoons bleach per quart of water  

BEST PRACTICES:
Visibly dirty surfaces should first be cleaned and then 

disinfected; otherwise, the chemicals will not be effective 
against the virus. 

1. Clean and sanitize all areas that could be touched. 

2. Prioritize routine cleaning operations for frequently 
touched objects, such as harvesting tools, packing 
containers, surfaces that contact food, produce storage 
refrigerators, lockers, doorknobs, trash cans and any 
areas that are accessed often. 

3. Use a sanitizer registered with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) in your cleaning and 
sanitizing practices and properly follow the label 
instructions for concentration, application method and 
contact time.  

tidy
WIPES

BLEACH
BLEACH 70% 

alcohol

Cleaning alone would remoove 
most of the germs and dirt 
from surfaces that people 
touch or that contact food. 
Disinfection after cleaning 
will kill the remaining germs 
of the cleaned surface. Follow 
CDC guidelines for facilities 
visited by people suspected of 
having COVID-19 or who have 
been confirmed as having the 
disease. 
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If you need to prepare a specific concentration of bleach solution, the information detailed below can be helpful:

Assuming a concentration of 5.25% hypochlorite in chlorine bleach, use the following volumes to achieve a 
concentration of chlorine at 65 to 400 parts per million.

Amount of chlorine bleach/gallon Chlorine strength (ppm)

1 teaspoon (5 mL) 65

1 tablespoon (15 mL) 200

1 fluid ounce (30 mL) 400

To note, 1% = 100 ppm, 1 gallon = 768 teaspoons

For example, if we want to make a 100 ppm sanitizing solution in 1 gallon of wash water using Clorox bleach with 
a concentration of 5.25% hypochlorite:

volume of bleach = 0.0019 gallon

volume of bleach = 0.0019 × 768 teaspoons~ 1.5 teaspoons 

CLEANING UP AFTER AN INFECTED INDIVIDUAL  
HAS BEEN IN THE FACILITY
1. Close off areas used by any ill people and wait as long as practical before cleaning and disinfecting. If possible, 

wait until 24 hours. 

2. Cleaning personnel should wear disposable gloves and gowns for all cleaning tasks and discard the disposable 
items properly after completing the work. Then they should wash their hands. In cases where soap and water 
are not available, hand sanitizer with 60% to 95% alcohol may be used. 

3. Soft, porous surfaces, like carpeted floor or rugs, should be cleaned first to remove visible contamination and 
then laundered with the warmest appropriate water setting. They should then be allowed to dry completely. 

desired strength of chlorine in wash water × volume of wash water

concentration of bleach volume of bleach =

CALCULATIONS: 

100

10,000 ))                    % x 1 gallon

5.25%
volume of bleach =

REFERENCE
CDC. Environment cleaning and 
recommendations. 

AUTHORS
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Karuna Kharel, Graduate Student, 
School of Nutrition and Food Sciences
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Managing in Tough Times

HELPING CHILDREN 
COPE WITH CRISIS

Children learn their responses to loss and how they will 
cope from their family. Following a disaster, the child’s view of 
the world as a safe and predictable place is temporarily lost. 
They may be afraid that another crisis is likely to occur and 
that they or their family will be injured or killed. It helps to 
remind children that they are safe.

Parents, teachers, caregivers 
and other adult family 
members can reassure 
children that they are safe and 
that the adults around them 
are doing everything they can 
to keep the children safe.

The reactions common in children – fear, depression, 
withdrawal, anger, acting out – can occur immediately 
following the event or sometime after the tragedy. 

Fear is a normal reaction to a scary event for children. 
Children with vivid imaginations and sensitive children 
are even more likely to experience extreme fear reactions. 
Children younger than 5 years old cannot always distinguish 
fantasy from reality. When they watch TV coverage of disasters 
or tragedies, they may think the crisis is happening again. 
It’s important to limit the amount of TV watching for young 
children. Some children may feel stomachaches, headaches, 
feel “sick” or complain of a lump in the throat. This may be 
brought on by stress.

Babies may become very fussy and cry more than usual 
when they feel stress. Children may become afraid of being 
left alone. They may also begin to act younger than their 
age. For example, they may go back to bed-wetting, thumb 
sucking, clinging to parents and fear of strangers. They 
may start having nightmares, not wanting to sleep alone, 
becoming more afraid of the dark, falling asleep or remaining 
asleep. Some children may have trouble thinking clearly 
and concentrating. They can become easily distracted, feel 
confused and disoriented and find it difficult to stay focused.

Adolescents may shift from wanting to be independent 
to wanting to spend more time with their families. They may 
feel especially tired, have problems sleeping or oversleeping 
and may pull away from the things they normally do. Some 
adolescents may turn to drugs or alcohol as a way of coping 
with their intense emotions.

Below are some common reactions that children 
and adolescents may display when traumatized: 

YOUNG CHILDREN (INFANCY 
TO AGE 6)

• Helplessness and passivity; lack of usual 
responsiveness

• Generalized fear

• Heightened arousal and confusion

• Cognitive confusion

• Difficulty talking about event; lack of verbalization

• Difficulty identifying feelings

• Sleep disturbances, nightmares

• Separation fears and clinging to caregivers

• Regressive symptoms (e.g., bed-wetting, loss of 
acquired speech and motor skills)

• Anxieties about death and/or inability to understand 
death as permanent

• Grief related to abandonment of caregiver

• Somatic symptoms (e.g., stomachaches, headaches)

• Startle response to loud/unusual noises

• “Freezing” (sudden immobility of body)

• Fussiness, uncharacteristic crying and neediness

• Avoidance of or alarm response to specific trauma-
related reminders involving sights and physical 
sensations
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SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN (6 TO 
11 YEARS)

• Responsibility and guilt

• Repetitious traumatic play and retelling 

• Reminders triggering disturbing feelings 

• Sleep disturbances, nightmares 

• Safety concerns, preoccupation with danger

• Aggressive behavior, angry outbursts 

• Fear of feelings and trauma reactions 

• Close attention to parents’ anxieties 

• School avoidance 

• Worry and concern for others 

• Changes in behavior, mood and personality 

• Somatic symptoms (complaints about bodily aches, 
pains) 

• Obvious anxiety and fearfulness

• Withdrawal and quieting 

• Specific, trauma-related fears; general fearfulness

• Regression to behavior of younger child

• Separation anxiety with primary caretakers

• Loss of interest in activities

• Confusion and inadequate understanding of traumatic 
events most evident in play rather than discussion

• Unclear understanding of death and the causes of 
“bad” events

• Magical explanations to fill in gaps in understanding

• Loss of ability to concentrate and attend at school, 
with lowering of performance

• “Spacey” or distractible behavior

PRE-ADOLESCENTS AND 
ADOLESCENTS (11 TO 18 
YEARS)

• Self-consciousness 

• Life-threatening reenactment 

• Rebellion at home or school 

• Abrupt shift in relationships 

• Depression, social withdrawal 

• Decline in school performance 

• Trauma-driven acting-out behavior: sexual acting out 
or reckless, risk-taking behavior

• Effort to distance from feelings of shame, guilt and 
humiliation

• Flying into activity, seemingly driven by it and 
involvement with others or retreat from others in order 
to manage their inner turmoil

• Accident proneness

• Wish for revenge and action-oriented responses to 
trauma

• Increased self-focusing and withdrawal

• Sleep and eating disturbances, nightmares

You can help children cope with crisis by:

• Making them feel safe. Let them know that you 
have plans to keep them safe and share those 
plans with them.

• Talking about what you know about the crisis 
without going into a lot of detail.

• Answering questions from a young child about the 
event as simply as possible.

• Encouraging the child to talk about what they are 
feeling or to express themselves through paintings 
or drawings.

• Listening to their concerns without criticizing them 
or laughing at those worries.

• Giving them chores to do or having them help 
others. They will feel they are helping improve the 
situation if they are busy doing things. This gives 
them a sense of control and order as well.

• Helping them to feel that things are returning to 
normal.

• Spending extra time with them.

• Helping children get back to daily routines for 
work, school, play, meals and rest.

• Limiting TV time about the crisis or trauma.

• Taking care of yourself. Children pick up on the 
feelings of their caregivers. You must deal with 
your own emotional reactions before being able to 
help children understand and identify their feelings. 
It’s okay to let them know you are worried as well, 
but try to keep it managed so that it does not 
affect the children. Although you may be anxious 
or scared, children need to receive accurate 
information about whatever they have witnessed 
or heard about the crisis.
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WHAT CAN PARENTS DO? 

INFANCY TO TWO-AND-A-HALF 
YEARS

• Maintain child’s routines around sleeping and eating

• Avoid unnecessary separations from important 
caretakers 

• Provide additional soothing activities

• Maintain calm atmosphere in child’s presence

• Avoid exposing child to reminders of trauma

• Expect child’s temporary regression, don’t panic

• Help verbal child to give simple names to big feelings, 
talk about event in simple terms during brief chats

• Give simple play props related to the actual trauma 
to a child who is trying to play out the frightening 
situation (a doctor’s kit, a toy ambulance)

TWO-AND-A-HALF TO SIX 
YEARS

• Listen to and tolerate child’s retelling of event

• Respect child’s fears, give child time to cope with fears

• Protect child from re-exposure to frightening situations 
and reminders of trauma, including scary TV programs, 
movies, stories and physical or location reminders of 
trauma

• Accept and help the child to name strong feelings 
during brief conversations (the child cannot talk about 
these feelings or the experience for long)

• Expect and understand child’s regression while 
maintaining basic household rules

• Expect some difficult or uncharacteristic behavior

• Set firm limits on hurtful or scary play and behavior

• Avoid nonessential separations from important 
caretakers with fearful children

• Maintain household and family routines that comfort 
child

• Avoid introducing new and challenging experiences for 
child

• Provide additional nighttime comforts when possible: 
night lights, stuffed animals, physical comforting after 
nightmares

• Explain to child that nightmares come from the fears a 
child has inside, that they aren’t real and that they will 
occur less and less over time

• Provide opportunities and props for trauma-related play

• Use detective skills to discover triggers for sudden 
fearfulness or regression

• Monitor child’s coping in school and day care by 
communication with teaching staff and expressing 
concerns

SIX TO ELEVEN YEARS
• Listen to and tolerate child’s retelling of event

• Respect child’s fears, give child time to cope with fears

• Increase monitoring and awareness of child’s play, 
which may involve secretive reenactments of trauma 
with peers and siblings, set limits on scary or hurtful 
play

• Permit child to try out new ideas to cope with 
fearfulness at bedtime; extra reading time, radio on, 
listening to a tape in the middle of the night to undo 
the residue of fear from a nightmare

• Reassure the older child that feelings of fear or 
behaviors that feel out of control or babyish (e.g., night 
wetting) are normal after a frightening experience and 
that the child will feel more like himself or herself with 
time
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ELEVEN TO EIGHTEEN YEARS
• Encourage younger and older adolescents to talk 

about traumatic event with family members

• Provide opportunities for young person to spend time 
with friends who are supportive and meaningful

• Reassure young person that strong feelings — 
whether of guilt, shame, embarrassment or wish for 
revenge — are normal following a trauma

• Help young person find activities that offer 
opportunities to experience mastery, control and self-
esteem

• Encourage pleasurable physical activities such as 
sports and dancing

WHEN SHOULD YOU 
SEEK PROFESSIONAL 
HELP FOR YOUR 
CHILD?

Many children and adolescents will 
display some of the symptoms listed above. 
They will likely recover in a few weeks with 
social support and the aid of their families. 
Many of the above suggestions will help 
children recover more quickly. For others, 
however, they may develop post-traumatic 
stress disorder, depression or anxiety 
disorders. Parents of children with prolonged 
reactions or more severe reactions may want 
to seek the assistance of a mental health 
counselor. It is important to find a counselor 
who has experience working with children as 
well as with trauma. 

REFERENCES
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Managing in Tough Times

STRATEGIES TO HELP  
CHILDREN DEAL WITH STRESS

Children can experience stress, too. We rush around each 
day, busy as parents and workers, and often feel stressed and 
experience burnout at times. Yet we often forget that children 
can feel stress, too. Most of us probably think that childhood 
is a time when children are carefree, having no worries 
or responsibilities, yet studies tell us that many children 
experience extreme stress and have similar symptoms as those 
of adults. Like adults, children often have bad feelings and 
have difficulty handling their stress. Unlike adults, however, 
children do not have the means or the skills to understand 
or manage their stress in appropriate ways. Children must 
depend upon us to help them. As parents and caregivers, we 
need to recognize when children are feeling stressed and to 
help them feel better. We can also help by decreasing the 
discomfort for the child and, in some instances, by assisting 
a child or family in dealing with the situation that caused the 
stress.

WHAT IS STRESS?
Stress is the body’s reaction to a physical or 

emotional situation that causes imbalance in 
a person’s life. Occasional stress is normal and 
predictable in our daily lives. Normal stress serves 
to present us with challenges for greater learning 
and opportunity, such as the stress that we may 
experience before meeting new people. On the other 
hand, constant stress can cause us many problems, 
and, unless handled, can add to the stress of another 
situation.

Children react in different ways to stress. Some 
children become ill. Some may become withdrawn 
and nervous while others show anger and demand 
attention. In some instances, development is affected. 
There are also some children who do not seem 
bothered by stress. We often call these children 
resilient.

Stress becomes a problem when 
the ordinary stress of daily life 
becomes overwhelming. When 
under stress, there is an increase 
in heart rate, breathing is faster 
and muscles tense up. When 
there are several stressors, the 
level and duration of the stress 
are greater.

CAUSES OF STRESS
Both negative and positive events can cause stress. Family 

events are often a source of stress for children. The breakup of 
a family is a negative event that can cause stress in children. 
Events such as physical abuse, separation, rejection and 
fights are some other negative sources of stress. Louisiana 
children have had their share of crises also in the form natural 
disasters such as hurricanes,  and floods or public health 
issues, like the COVID-19 pandemic. Other events, such as a 
parent losing a job or the death of a parent, grandparent or 
sibling, can create stress. 

Positive events that cause stress in children include 
birthday parties, new pets and the birth of new siblings. 
Everyday family obligations, events and routines can create 
stress and tension for the young child, as in the case of an 
active family that may be so busy that the needs of a young 
child may be overlooked. 
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What’s a child to do? Parents and caregivers need to be 
aware of what is happening in a child’s life that may affect the 
child’s behavior. A sudden change in a child’s behavior may be 
related to stress. Caregivers can talk with the parents about 
what is going on in the home.

SIGNS OF STRESS
Common signs of stress are listed below. These signs also 

may indicate that the child is experiencing problems other 
than stress. How do you identify stress from other problems 
that the child may be experiencing?

First, parents and other caregivers must observe children’s 
behavior. Children who isolate themselves from other children 
may be feeling stress. Also, the child who is easily agitated, 
irritable, lethargic, lazy or aggressive may also suffer from 
stress.

It is also important to watch the child for changes in 
habits or behavior. For example, a friendly, quiet child who 
suddenly has been fighting and arguing with his friends may 
be suffering from stress. As a caregiver, you notice normal 
behavior among children, and you will also be aware when 
there are changes in childrens’ behavior.

How should you react when a child changes his or her 
normal behavior? Accepting the child’s behavior is important. 
For example, it is useless to scold a child for thumb sucking. 
Scolding will not stop the behavior. Also, forcing the child 
to eat does not result in the child eating. When you notice 
unusual behavior, care for the child, remain close to the child 
and comfort the child. Reassure the child that you care about 
him or her.

POSSIBLE SIGNS OF STRESS 
IN YOUNG CHILDREN

Accident proneness Hitting

Anger   Kicking

Anxiety   Insomnia

Appetite Loss  Stuttering

Baby talk   Indigestion

Bed-wetting  Thumb sucking

Biting   Pounding heart

Crying spells  Grinding teeth

Detachment  Fingernail biting

Excessive aggressiveness Respiratory tract  
    illness

Excessive laziness  Tattling

A first step in decreasing a child’s stress is to be 
knowledgeable and aware of the symptoms of stress. These 
symptoms or warning signs include bed-wetting, upset 
stomach, irritability, nightmares, lying, withdrawal from 
activity, change in activity level, poor sleep or eating habits, 
teeth grinding or decline in school achievement. Recognizing 
children’s stress symptoms is not easy. It is very important 
to recognize that it is normal for children to exhibit some of 
these signs at some times in their lives. Adults need to be alert 
when a child is showing a cluster of these signs or symptoms 
simultaneously or when no apparent cause can explain why 
the child may be stressed. In either of these cases, it is a sign 
that the adults who are involved in the care of children need 
to intervene. If the child feels that it is impossible to handle 
the stress, he or she can become angry or aggressive. If the 
stress becomes too overwhelming for the child, then the 
child will experience anxiety. If the body remains in a state 
of anxiety, then physical, social and emotional damage and 
deterioration can occur.

The age of the child is a factor in recognizing stress. 
Children often cannot tell us what they feel or they do not 
have the language to describe the stressful situation. They 
tend to show the stress through their behavior. When you 
notice a 3-year-old child crying constantly (or more than 
usual), or an 8-year-old having a temper tantrum, that may 
be the child’s way of alerting you to something or letting you 
know that too much is happening.

Children react differently to stressful events and situations 
and also have different coping strategies. Children can cope 
through tears and crying, through tantrums or by retreating 
from unpleasant situations. Children who are around 
supportive adults and caregivers usually develop a variety 
of coping strategies and are more likely to become more 
resilient. Many children, however, do not have a supportive 
environment and do not learn a set of positive management 
strategies.

STRATEGIES TO REDUCE 
STRESS IN CHILDREN/HELPING 
TO MANAGE STRESS

Children need help in learning to manage and function 
with the stress they feel. One means to assist children is 
to acknowledge their feelings. It is important that children 
understand what they are feeling, that we teach the word 
“stress” by letting them know that they may feel “butterflies 
in the stomach,” or that their heart may pound. Let children 
know that it is all right to feel angry, alone, scared or 
lonely. Teach children names or words for their feelings and 
appropriate ways to express them. Show more interest in 
the child’s experience than in the behavior that results. There 
are times when a child just needs a hug for reassurance. In 
the case of older children, help them learn to solve problems 
for themselves and come up with management (coping) 
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strategies. This builds their independence and mastery of 
coming up with options, finding solutions or finding other 
ways to comfort themselves. For example, if a child repeatedly 
bullies other children, lies, withdraws, gives up, or hurts 
or blames other children, the adult can ask the child what 
other ways there are to handle the situation that caused the 
reaction in the child.

Promote a positive environment - Praise children for 
the acceptable things that they do. The experience of stress 
and tension can serve to defeat an individual’s concept and 
confidence. Help children see and understand the positive 
things about themselves and that they are worthwhile 
persons. Listen without judging the child or the situation; 
that is, if the child chooses to tell you about the situation 
that produced the stress. Help the child feel comfortable in 
expressing feelings. Assist the child in clarifying his or her 
feelings. You may need to correct any misconceptions that the 
children may have about themselves or their feelings.

Set a good example - Children learn lessons from us, 
whether these lessons are positive or negative. Keep in mind 
that children are imitators and may cope with stress in the 
same ways they see adults handle their stress. In some cases, 
it is appropriate to explain, especially to older children, why 
something is being done. This explanation can often ease the 
child’s reaction.

Help children through stories - Sometimes children can’t 
talk to us about the distress they feel. They may not have the 
words or the concepts to easily express themselves. They may 
feel shy, embarrassed, guilty or ashamed. If you try to talk 
to them using adult logic, most children will “turn off.” How 
can we then talk to children about their fears and problems? 
How can we get through to them, let them know that we 
understand and offer them ways to manage their fears and 
find comfort? Stories are a great answer. Children will “turn 
on” to story time. Some stories are therapeutic stories that 
help children feel better and cope better with their fears and 
problems. The character in the story can be a little boy or little 
girl just like them. They are worried about the same things and 
have the same problems to deal with. In the story, the boy or 
girl finds ways of coping with and resolving troubling issues of 
concern to the child. As the child listens to the story, he or she 
is able to identify with the hero or heroine. There is safety in 
the story. The child is free to listen and to learn without risking 
feeling embarrassed or uncomfortable.

Telling children stories about children with feelings just 
like theirs helps them realize that other children have been 
through the situation, too. This is very reassuring to children. It 
also lets them know that you understand their feelings.

Telling a story also provides a way of communicating with 
children. If you are unsure of how children are feeling, you can 
ask them, “And what do you think John (name of the story 
character) was most worried about?” The answer that the 
child gives will be a direct reflection of his own fears or anger. 
This communication about the story can be very effective 

because children can be very truthful and insightful about the 
feelings and fears of story characters even though they may 
be reluctant when asked about their own feelings.

When a parent tells a story to a child, an atmosphere 
of warmth and intimacy is created that is comforting for 
parents as well as children. It helps as a parent to know that 
storytelling is a simple, natural and age-old technique that can 
be used to comfort children.

If a child is experiencing stress, there are other ways to 
assist the child to gain control. The aim is to help the child 
to relax. Some ways are: deep breathing exercises, listening 
to soothing music, reciting nursery rhymes and finger plays, 
listening to the rain fall, drawing or coloring. These “stress 
breakers” can help the child decrease the level of stress that 
he or she is feeling. Children can also learn to harness the 
positive energy of stress and use it to their advantage.

ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
Be aware of the child’s temperament. What seems to be fun 

for one child may feel overwhelming to another child.

Make an effort to cut down on activities when you see 
signs of stress in children’s behavior. Allow children to go 
at their own paces. Structure activities so that children can 
cooperate with each other, lessening competition among 
children.

Teach children tricks for calming themselves, such as taking 
deep breaths, thinking of a quiet place, etc.

Take care of yourself! Children often pick up stress from 
parents and caregivers. Keep calm and control your anger.

Plan plenty of time for play. Inform children when there 
will be transitions or changes in the child care curriculum. Plan 
activities to allow children to express their feelings through 
play. Books, art activities, puppetry, play and drawing allow 
children to think through and label their feelings.

Reassure children that what has happened is not their fault. 
Children often believe that their “bad” behavior caused bad 
things to happen, such as the breakup of their mother and 
father. They have a tendency to assume guilt for situations that 
adults know are entirely beyond the child’s control.
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Give children a lot of cuddles, reassurances and familiar 
routines, like a bedtime or sleep time story. Giving a child a 
special toy for comfort is also suggested.

Helping children to deal positively with stressful and 
tension-causing events prepares them for healthy emotional 
and social development. This is an important responsibility 
of parents, teachers and other caregivers: to effectively guide 
and help children.

SUGGESTED STORIES FOR 
CHILDREN:

• Andrews, B. (2007). I Miss You: A Military 
Kid’s Book About Deployment. Prometheus 
Books.

• Asch, Frank. (1989).  Good-bye House. Simon 
and Schuster.

• Bradley CoCo, Eugene. (1990). Glow in the 
Dark Stars, Moon and Clouds. A Golden 
Book, New York, Western Publishing 
Company.

• Boynton, S. (2007). What’s Wrong, Little 
Pookie? Random House Children’s books

• Brett, Doris..(1986). Annie Stories: A Special 
Kind of Storytelling. Victoria, Australia.

• “Annie Stories” address many different 
situations, from the first day of school, to 
fear of monsters, to loss of a loved one.

• Crary, E. (1992). I’m Mad. Seattle: Parenting 
Press.

• Hipp, E. (2008). Fighting Invisible Tigers. Free 
Spirit Publishing Inc.

• Kroll, S. (2010) That Makes Me Mad! 
Chronicle Books.

• Lite, Lori (1996). Boy and a Bear: The 
Children’s Relaxation Book. Specialty Press 
Inc.

• Simon, Norma. (1976). All Kinds of Families. 
Albert Whitman & Company.

• Skutch, Robert. (1995). Who’s in a Family. 
Tricycle Press.

• Whitehouse, E. (1998). A Volcano in My 
Tummy. New Society Publishers.
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Managing in Tough Times

MANAGING STRESS WHEN 
CARING FOR YOUR FAMILY

Do you ever feel that you are 
stuck in a rut? Want to get off 
the all-work treadmill? You 
could be stressed!

WHAT IS STRESS?
Stress is your body’s response to change. It is a very 

individual thing. What creates stress for you may not create 
stress for someone else. Not all stress is bad. Watching a 
toddler climb the steps of a slide can be stressful but also 
quite rewarding. Life would be very dull without some stress. 
The secret is to manage stress properly because unhealthy 
responses to stress can lead to health issues in some 
individuals.

It is important that individuals know when they are 
experiencing stress. Some stress in good. It helps us get tasks 
completed and react to our environment. Too much stress, 
however, can affect one’s overall health.

Remember that it is not stress that causes problems; it is 
what you do when you are stressed that is important.

SYMPTOMS OF 
STRESS:

• Physical: headaches, fatigue, weight 
change, digestive upsets, proneness 
to accidents, restlessness, insomnia, 
colds, pounding heart, teeth grinding, 
wakefulness, tightness of muscles, 
increased use of harmful substances

• Mental: forgetfulness, low productivity, 
negative attitude, lethargy, boredom

• Emotional: anxiety, mood swings, bad 
temper, irritability, depression

The causes of stress vary with the 
responsibilities and the personality of the 
person. There are, however, some common 
sources of stress a caregiver experiences.

STRESSORS:
• Multiple demands on your time, energy or money.

• Difference in expectations between your family, boss 
or yourself.

• Lack of understanding family members’ mental or 
physical conditions.

• Difficulty meeting your family’s physical or emotional 
needs.

• Pressure relating to financial decisions and the lack of 
resources.

• Disagreement or negative attitudes among family 
members. 

• The feeling that family members aren’t doing their 
share.

• Unrealistic demands and expectations of you by the 
family.

• Lack of open communication.

• Problems with children, marriage, employment or 
health. 
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ARE YOU EXPERIENCING 
STRESS?  

Ask yourself the following questions.  If you answer 
“frequently” to any of them, you may be suffering from stress.

• Do you get angry or irritable over little things?

• Are you too busy to eat?

• Do you have trouble falling asleep or staying asleep?

• Are you unable to stop worrying?

• Do minor disappointments hinder your productivity?

• Are you anxious about the future?

• Do your hands tremble?

• Are you conscious of the beating of your heart?

• Is your stomach queasy? 

• Do you suffer from dizzy spells?

STRATEGIES FOR 
MANAGING STRESS

Once you know the sources of stress, determine 
which ones you can do something about and which 
are beyond your control. Successful coping involves 
accepting what you can and cannot change.

Usually some action can be taken to decrease 
stress; changes do not need to be major to make 
an important difference. Sometimes letting go 
of unrealistic expectations or adjusting your 
standards of how frequently or how well you 
perform a task (such as housekeeping) will make a 
difference.

Professionals who have extensive experience 
addressing stress agree on five basic strategies to 
help control the destructive effects of stress. They 
are:

1. Plan, develop and set realistic goals and 
expectations.

2. Establish your limits.

3. Ask for and accept help from family, friends 
and professionals.

4. Take care of yourself emotionally and 
physically.

5. Identify and use community resources.

It is important to take time to renew yourself physically, 
spiritually, emotionally and/or mentally. Consider taking at 
least one “joy break” daily.

• Practice relaxation techniques. Tense and relax your 
whole body. Sit in a comfortable chair and close your 
eyes. Starting at your forehead, tense the muscles 
and hold tightly, then concentrate on relaxing them 
completely. Repeat this as you move from your 
shoulders, and on to the chest, back, arms, legs, 
hands and feet. Feel the relaxation. You may also try 
meditation, yoga or tai chi.

• Eat, play, work and rest in response to your body’s 
signals instead of a clock.

• Make time for hobbies and things that interests you.

• Begin your day by reading something enjoyable: a 
chapter in a favorite book, prayers or something 
inspirational and encouraging. 

• Exercise regularly.

• Eat healthy, well-balanced meals and snacks.

• Call or visit a friend.

• Look for the good instead of the bad in all situations.
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Managing in Tough Times

NEVER
Give up!

NEVER
Give up!

FINDING MEANING IN 
ADVERSITY

Almost anyone who has experienced crisis has broached 
the question, at least mentally, of “why?” Why did this have 
to happen? What did I do to deserve this? These questions 
are part of the normal process of grief. With any type of loss, 
be it the loss of a loved one, a beloved pet or a way of life, 
we experience grief. While we seldom have the answers, 
the ability to make meaning or sense of adversity provides 
us with some degree of optimism and/or consideration of a 
future beyond the current status. Families and individuals who 
respond positively to adversity can become resilient.  

Understanding what you are 
feeling can help you to begin 
to cope. Grief is human and 
inescapable. Understanding the 
stages of grief, giving into them 
and going through them, is key 
to getting past the disaster and 
moving forward. 

The stages of grief are: 

• Denial 

• Anger 

• Bargaining 

• Depression 

• Acceptance 

Denial: “No, not me, it can’t be true.” This is a typical 
reaction when a person faces a loss. This stage functions as a 
buffer after the unexpected happens. It allows you to collect 
yourself and, in time, to find a way to cope. 

Anger: “Why me?” When the first stage of denial passes, 
it is likely to be replaced by anger, rage, envy and resentment. 
God is often a target for anger, especially in natural disasters. 
You may also resent people around you who didn’t suffer as 
much loss as you did. 

Bargaining: “Yes, me, but....” Once you have gotten the 
anger under control, you may enter the bargaining stage. 
You may promise God that you’ll be good or that you’ll do 
something in exchange for what you need. Bargaining can be 
a positive way to deal with stress. Whether you bargain with 
God, with yourself or with your family, it provides comfort for 

things you cannot control. It allows you to “frame” the crisis 
so you can manage it. Bargaining may help you cope with 
feelings of sadness without experiencing deep depression. 
Good bargaining skills allow people to see the bright side of 
even the most difficult situation. 

Depression: “There is no hope.” A crisis entails loss, 
which is followed by sadness. If you are absorbed by the 
sadness, you can become depressed. Signs of depression 
include changes in usual eating or sleeping patterns, 
constant moodiness or irritability, lack of energy, feelings of 
helplessness and hopelessness. 

Acceptance: “It’s all right now.” Once the preceding 
stages have been completely worked through, you will finally 
be able to accept what has happened, and you may even be 
stronger than you were before the disaster occurred. 

SO HOW DO YOU MAKE 
MEANING OUT OF CRISIS? 

Here are some of the tips shared by Louisiana families who 
have experienced some disasters of recent times.

Rediscover Relationships. Find people you can lean 
on. Finding support is crucial to coping with loss. Often the 
people who can help you most are your friends and family. 
But no matter how close these people are to you, they aren’t 
mind readers. Before they can help, you have to be willing to 
explain how you feel and what you need. Appreciate those 
around you. Show others how much you care about them. 
Communicate.

Prioritization and Planning. Develop a plan in case 
of emergencies like evacuations. Consider where you will go, 
what you will do and differentiate as a family the merits of 
necessity versus “wants.” Also plan how you will take care 
of yourself! After a disaster there is so much to do and so 
many people to take care of, you can easily minimize the 
importance of taking care of yourself. But remember, it takes 
physical and emotional energy to rebuild, and the fact is if 
you don’t take care of yourself first, if you become physically 
ill or emotionally unbalanced, you will cause more problems 
than you’ll fix. Do things to ensure your physical, mental and 
emotional well-being. When you are emotionally drained, you 
need a healthy body more than ever. Good health habits can 
make your emotional recovery faster and easier. 
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• Get a good night’s sleep; don’t take daytime naps. 

• Eat healthy foods, avoid alcohol, caffeine and junk 
foods. 

• Exercise even if it is just taking a walk every day. 

Just as bodies need nourishment, minds need rejuvenating. 
This is why it is important to treat yourself to activities you 
enjoy. 

Reappraisal. Make a list of the positives in your life 
rather than the negatives. 

• Do fun things with your family. 

• Once a day do something by yourself that you find 
relaxing. 

• Spend time with friends. 

General Acceptance. The often overused phrase “it is 
what it is” has merit in coming to terms with a crisis. Whether 
falling back on contemporary clichés or old adages, once 
individuals and families accept that some things are beyond 
their control, the acceptance has a calming effect. The majority 
of families surveyed found their faith to be the No. 1 asset in 
surviving hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

Optimism. Pessimists are less inclined to seek the silver 
lining following adversity. Some of old adages quoted by 
resilient families indicated their optimism. Pick one or make 
up your own.

• There is always a light at the end of the tunnel. 

• Behind every cloud is a silver lining. 

• Take the good with the bad. 

• Don’t let it beat you down. 

• Take one day at a time. 

• Pick yourself up by the bootstraps. 

• Life is short.

It’s OK to laugh. Humor can contribute to 
spiritual growth as it helps people cope with adversity.  
While being thought of as an aid to heal the emotions 
of individuals, humor also helps to release chemicals in 
the body that are important to physical health, as well 
as mental and spiritual health. Humor has the ability to 
decrease stress, improve health, lessen pain, improve 
communication and create more effective home and 
work environments.

People who survive crises well have common 
characteristics: 

• They have people who stand by them, supported them  
and give them a sense of hope. 

• They understand the magnitude of what they have lost. 

• They learn to forgive themselves for their mistakes and 
for surviving. 

• They learn to accept their own good qualities. 

• They have given themselves a reason to live. 

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO 
IS HAVING TROUBLE COPING? 

Many people who have trouble coping with loss need 
help, but don’t reach out for it. In these cases, you, as a friend, 
neighbor or family member, may want to be assertive in freely 
giving your help. Perhaps you could: 

Show you care, by words and actions.

Small, kind deeds and sincere affection or concern mean a 
lot. A friendly arm around a shoulder, a few words of support 
or an invitation to talk may be appreciated more than you 
know. 

Help the person accept help.

People who have a hard time working through a loss may 
brush off offers of assistance and persist in the fantasy that 
everything is fine. Try to make it easy for them to accept help. 
Be assertive. Ask, “When can I come over and help out?” or 
say “I’ll be over at 3 o’clock to help you paint the living room.” 

Help with everyday tasks.

When a person is feeling disoriented and troubled, just 
keeping up with the routine demands of life can be too 
much. Maybe you could cook dinner, do the dishes, care for 
a child, mow the lawn, cook a meal, clean the house or do 
the shopping. Don’t forget children need attention, too. You 
may want to take them to the zoo, for a bike ride, a walk in 
the woods, to a movie or maybe you could just play games 
together. 

Encourage the survivors to talk.

Talking can release pent-up emotions and clear the way 
for people to confront their loss. Often people can see their 
situation more objectively when they talk to those who are 
willing to listen. 

Be a good listener.

Try to keep your mouth shut and your ears open. Don’t 
advise, analyze or judge the person by saying things like: 
“Don’t be so emotional,” or “That’s not worth worrying 
about,” or “I think you should......”. Instead say things that 
encourage the person to keep talking: “Tell me more about 
that.” “How do you feel about that?” “I can see this bothers 
you.” “How can I help you resolve this?” Unfortunately, family 
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members and friends are often poor listeners, not because they 
don’t care, but because they want to make things better, to 
give advice, to solve the problem. Instead, follow these rules of 
good listening. Try not to: 

• Draw conclusions 

• Pass judgment until you have understood what the 
other person said 

• Change what the other person has said 

• Interrupt or change the subject 

• Dispute the other person’s feelings 

• Judge the other person’s motives 

• Finish thoughts or sentences for the other person 

• Do “wishful listening” (hear only what you want to 
hear) 

• Rehearse your response while the other person is 
talking 

• Rush the other person 

Encourage solutions.

Help the person come up with solutions for the near 
future and encourage them to work toward those solutions. 
Help them find the resources to cope. Tell them it is a sign of 
strength and maturity to accept help. You may have to help 
them get the help they need by making appointments or going 
with them once appointments are made. 

Help survivors have fun.

Suggest doing something you know they like to do and 
make it easy for them to get out and do it. Make a list of 
activities you both enjoy; choose one activity you can do 
together each week. 

NEVER
Give up!

NEVER
Give up!
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Managing in Tough Times

RITUALS AND TRADITIONS 
STRENGTHEN FAMILIES

One of the coping strategies 
families identify as helpful 
for returning back to 
“normalcy” after a crisis or 
disaster is a return to family 
traditions.  Family traditions 
and rituals have been shown 
to help strengthen families – 
both the individual members 
and the family as a whole, in 
good times and in bad.

Family rituals give the family identity. They tell the rest 
of the world, “This is who we are.” Rituals include the ways 
family approach celebrations, such as birthdays, weddings and 
holidays, or rites of passage, such as baptisms, bar mitzvahs 
and turning 21. By including rituals in family gatherings, 
individual family members also get a sense of who they are 
and where they came from. Tradition celebrates and honors 
the past by embracing the qualities valued by the family. 

As a child, our family had Sunday dinners at the home of 
my great-grandparents. It was understood that all relations 
– adults, siblings, cousins and children – would gather for 
the meal.  That get-together showed us all that our family 
regarded its members in high esteem, that family was more 
important than anything else regardless of what went on with 
the rest of the world. We all had a role, from adults down to 
young children, making us all feel important and included. 
My best recollection (besides all the food) was the warmth 
and importance I felt from the occasion. When people are 
raised with that sense of family, they don’t seek inclusion and 
belonging from somewhere else.

Family traditions, nevertheless, are less about family 
heritage and more of what works in each family unit. A family 
unit may include a nuclear family, extended family or single 
parents. Traditions can vary on anything from where to spend 
summer vacations to choosing a special birthday meal to 
something as simple as who gets to sit where at the dinner 
table.  The key is to have everyone feel a part of the group 
and to be consistent. Even day-to-day routines like snacking 
together after school and talking with your children about 
their day, preparing meals together, good night kisses before 
bedtime and other seemingly minor actions solidify a family 
and provide comfort.

Family traditions and rituals work best if they can adapt 
as the family develops and changes as situations develop 
and change. As children, we were assigned to the “children’s 
table” while adults sat at the “adult table” for meals at my 
grandparents’ homes. As time passed, however, my parents 
understood the value of including children in table-time 
conversations. When we became teenagers, the last place we 
wanted to be was with our parents, but our parents persisted 
with their rituals. Despite our noncommittal reply of “fine,” 
they’d always ask, “How was your day today?” They gave good 
night kisses we rebuked but secretly treasured. At the one or 
two meals a week we did eat together (always on Sundays), 
we relented and enjoyed conversations with our parents 
(but pretended to hate them). My parents saw through all 
that resistance but stuck with their plan. They knew the kids 
eventually would grow up. And what is our most treasured time 
together now? They are mealtimes, the goodbye kisses when we 
go to our separate homes and the phone call opener, “How was 
your day?”

Newlyweds may face another kind of challenge 
because of unfamiliar family traditions. The dilemma 
becomes how to blend the two or more cultures into 
a new custom and avoid conflict with the respective 
families. The couple should discuss which traditions 
they like best about each other’s families and use 
them as a base to build their own traditions. The 
couple then needs to share that evolution with the 
respective families. Over time, the families also may 
adopt one another’s ways, which can create a bond 
even across the miles. 
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Studies have shown that regardless of age, family unit, 
economic circumstances or religious beliefs, family rituals 
and traditions help to fuse family ties and build a sense of 
personal and family identity.  If your family does not have 
customs, the traditions won’t happen overnight. Start building 
rituals in small ways, like a greeting when a family member 
returns home from school or work, or being met with a 
snack such as a piece of fruit. If your family members are 
comfortable showing affection, include a hug. 

Family members should discuss what new rituals they 
might start that make everyone feel included. Parents might 
want to introduce practices that were special to them as 
children. You will be rewarded with a closer family and loads 
of family memories and traditions to pass along. 
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Managing in Tough Times

THE FAMILY MEAL
CAN HELP YOU HEAL 

There’s an old Burmese 
proverb that goes “In time 
of test, family is best.” This 
is particularly fitting during 
times of stress. When you 
can’t find your way out of 
a crisis, turning to family 
and reconnecting to them 
can sometimes be the best 
strategy for managing 
anxiety.

Nationally respected family therapist, Dr. William J. Doherty, 
suggests mealtime as one of the better venues for connecting 
with family members. We all need to eat to survive, and most 
of us enjoy company rather than eating alone, so why not 
choose mealtime to touch base with the family?

How do you start such a ritual? Well, imagine the 
looks on your family members’ faces if you walked into the 
room and suddenly said, “Let’s start eating all of our dinners 
together.” Your spouse or significant other might wonder what 
got into you. If you have teenagers in the household, they 
will probably balk first because they have football practice, 
dance team, job responsibilities, etc. Or maybe you work late 
some nights requiring the rest of the family to wait very late 
to eat if you did so as a family. So, the recommendation is 
to start gradually, whether you use a more direct or indirect 
route, by introducing the idea of family meals together as not 
something you control but as something done together.

Help your family to see that there is something for 
everyone in this ritual, perhaps pointing to a previous occasion 
where the family gathered together for a meal or other get-
together that was very positive. Perhaps express the feeling 
you experienced in seeing your family together, talking and 
laughing, and learning more about each other.

In trying to promote family mealtime as something the 
family does together, you might suggest it on a trial basis and 
allow for feedback afterward on how it worked for the family 
with potential plans to try it again. If it passes muster with 
the family, negotiate the specifics of this family gathering. 
Perhaps it is for weekend breakfasts or dinners only. One 
of the “musts” is that the family must agree to keep the 
conversations positive. Any family conflicts should be resolved 

in a family meeting or one-on-one, but not at mealtime. 
Maybe everyone sits at assigned seats, or everyone takes turns 
getting to sit at the head of the table. 

Make it fun, and remember the purpose is to have 
everyone get to know more about the others. Avoid talk of 
all the problems you may be facing during a crisis. Turn off 
electronics so that everyone can focus on the time together.

All this may sound contrived, but 
in today’s busy world, we must 
be very deliberate in planning 
even our fun times together — 
but not so strict that others are 
uncomfortable. 
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So how do you plan to even bring up the subject of making 
mealtimes truly family time together?

First, choose time for discussion when the household is at 
peace. Trying to bring up something like this during a family 
conflict is a sure way to kill a potentially positive idea. Explain 
to your family that you would like to discuss making a habit of 
having time together as a family unit, and perhaps that time 
should be mealtime, once or twice a week at a minimum.

Express the importance for your desire of this 
time together and how it would benefit the family, 
collectively and individually. Maybe say, “I enjoy when 
we have time to just talk about our days. We can do that while 
we eat. It gives me as a parent time to spend with each of you. 
I’m always interested in what you have to say.” Then ask your 
family about their thoughts on this. They may even have better 
ideas on how it can all happen. Rather than pushing your 
needs, suggest there could be a way to have family dinners 
more often than you do currently.

Perhaps negotiate a trial run or 
ideas for a different ritual that meets 
everyone’s needs and creates time 
together. Be willing to try a new 
routine if that doesn’t work, or tweak 
the idea if the family mealtime does 
work. Be flexible but purposeful in 
your plans.
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Managing in Tough Times

BUILD A BUDGET: YOUR TOOL 
FOR ANYTIME FINANCIAL 

SUCCESS 
A budget, or spending plan, is a tool to help families gain 

an understanding of their money during both good times and 
challenging times. It can help families spend their hard-earned 
dollars more effectively, live within their income, reduce the 
need for consumer credit, save for a home, develop financial 
management skills and fulfill their goals while living within 
their means. 

Unfortunately, the word 
budget frightens some 
consumers as much as 
the word diet. It makes 
them think of deprivation 
and restrictions or loss of 
freedom — especially during 
those times when money 
is tight. Actually, a budget 
brings more freedom: the 
freedom to make dreams 
come true. 

YOUR FAMILY BUDGET 
(SPENDING PLAN)  

Spending plans may range from a very simple list on a 
blank page to a book of detailed record sheets or a simple 
electronic document or ledger, but all budgets include two 
main parts: income and expenses. Households are rarely 
alike. No spending plan will apply to everyone. Individual 
needs and family needs, tastes and economic situations vary 
from one to another — even when they have identical income 
and the same number of family members. 

Build a budget that is realistic and workable for you and 
your family. Be willing to try new ideas and make adjustments. 
A spending plan may require many revisions before it fits 
your needs and works well. If your income drops, it can 
be downsized by cutting back on flexible or unnecessary 
expenses. Likewise, it can be adjusted upward when your 
income increases. 

STEPS TO SUCCESS: 
To develop your personal or family spending plan, follow 

these five simple steps: 

1. Calculate your monthly income (see box 1 on page 4). 
Include the income of all earners in your household. 
Write down the net (the amount actually available to 
spend after deductions). If your income varies from 
month to month, determine your average monthly 
income by adding your income for the past six months 
and dividing by six. 

2. Determine the monthly amount needed for periodic 
expenses. Some expenses only come once or twice 
a year. To plan for them, complete the Periodic 
Expense Worksheet on page 3 to determine the total 
amount you need for each month. Enter your total 
monthly periodic expenses in Section 2c of the budget 
worksheet on page 4.

3. Calculate your monthly fixed expenses. These 
expenses, like rent or mortgage, utilities, a car note, 
credit card payments and insurance, vary little from 
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month to month. Enter this data in Section 2a of the 
budget worksheet on page 5. 

4. Determine the amount you need to spend on necessary 
but flexible (or controllable) expenses each month. 
These expenses vary each month and can be controlled 
and managed to some extent. Food, clothing, 
household expenses and personal needs are examples 
of flexible expenses. When times are tough, consider 
cutting back on nonessential flexible expenses, such 
as entertainment, charity or gifts, pets and eating 
out. They are “wants” that can be eliminated if funds 
are not available. Enter this data in Section 2b of the 
Budget Worksheet on page 5. 

5. Subtract total monthly expenses from total monthly 
income (Box 3 of the Budget Worksheet on page 4). 
If you are spending more than you are making, you 
must find a way to “cut” from your expenses in order 
to balance your budget and live within your means. 
Before making cuts, ask yourself: 

• Which expenses are essential to your family’s well-
being?

• Which expenses have the highest priority? 

• Which expenses can be reduced to keep your 
family’s spending within its income? 

• How much can be afforded in each category? 

Then, adjust the amounts you plan to spend in each 
expense category and enter the revised amount in your 
budget worksheet. 
 

Life Saver: When developing 
your spending plan, always 
include savings as an 
expense category. This is 
often referred to as “paying 
yourself first.” Remember, 
emergency savings equal to 
three months’ take-home pay 
is ideal. Six months is ideal 
if your income is based on 
commission or is seasonal. 
It may also be helpful to plan 
to give every family member 
an “allowance.” Everyone 
needs a little money to spend 
without having to account for 
every cent.

WHAT CAN BE DONE IF 
EXPENSES ARE GREATER 
THAN INCOME?
• Increase income. What are the possibilities for part-

time or temporary work to increase income? Can other 
family members get a job?

• During a crisis, explore the possibility of filing for 
unemployment, SNAP benefits or other government 
programs. 

• Cut spending. You may be able to cut back on utilities, 
food, gas, clothing, entertainment, contributions or 
gifts.

• Reduce fixed expenses. If too much money is being 
spent on fixed expenses, such as housing or debt 
payments, there may not be enough money left 
over for your other living expenses. You may find 
it necessary to refinance loans, move to lower-cost 
housing or even sell assets to reduce debt load.

• Look at other assets. Do you have savings, investments 
or property that could be used or converted to cash?

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO IF 
YOUR INCOME EXCEEDS YOUR 
EXPENSES?  

Allocate the extra dollars to debt reduction or savings for 
future short- and long-term goals, like buying a home, saving 
for retirement or funding your child’s education

Once you have drafted a spending plan that provides for 
essential family needs and balances expenses with income, 
discuss the plan with your family. To make this budget work, it 
must be developed by the entire family.

Talk with your family about spending and saving money. 
Review the needs and wants or dreams of each individual 
and the family as a whole. Separating real needs from wants 
is the hard part. No family ever has enough to do everything 
it would like. Be prepared for some healthy discussions and 
difficult choices. 

If family members have a voice when tough choices have 
to be made, they will be more willing to work together to live 
within your means and work toward family goals. 

Getting the most from your income requires careful 
planning and wise spending decisions in both good and 
challenging times. A spending plan based on what your family 
considers to be the most important can help balance spending 
with available income and resources. These step-by-step 
procedures will help you develop your spending plan. 
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PERIODIC EXPENSE WORKSHEET

Periodic expenses are those that don’t occur every month. They can be either fixed, such as car insurance, 
or predictable, such as changing the oil in the car, or variable, such as car repairs. Remember to plan for 
periodic expenses. Good money managers look at each month to predict what periodic expenses will occur 
that month. 

Monthly 
Total 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Total annual periodic expenses  
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SPENDING PLAN (BUDGET) WORKSHEET
Instructions: 

1. Calculate monthly net income in box 1.
2. Estimate monthly expenses (sum of fixed [2a], controllable [2b] and monthly portion of periodic expenses [2c])
3. Compare income and expenses and make adjustments. 

1. MONTHLY NET INCOME 
Net* monthly wages of others in home $______

Public assistance/SNAP $______

Unemployment/disability $______

Child support/alimony $______

Social Security/retirement $______

Other $______

Other $______

Total net monthly income $______

*After tax withholding and other deductions

3. COMPARE INCOME AND 
EXPENSES 
*Net monthly income $______

Estimated expenses:

   Fixed………………..$______

   Flexible……………..$______

   Periodic……….…….$______

   (monthly portion)

                 

$______

Minus………….....   $______

Balance…….…...   $______

2C. PERIODIC EXPENSES
Periodic expenses come up once or twice a year. Fill in the estimated costs under the month they are due. Taxes, insurance 

premiums, car maintenance, tires, licenses, birthdays, holidays, educational costs and vacations are examples. Do not include 
taxes withheld from your paycheck but do include estimated tax payments you make to the IRS. Add your total yearly periodic 
expenses and divide by 12 to determine the monthly portion.

Jan. July 

Feb. Aug.

March Sep.

April Oct.

May Nov.

June Dec.

Total Periodic Expenses $_________

Total Periodic Expenses = Monthly portion periodic expenses
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SPENDING PLAN (BUDGET) WORKSHEET

2A. FIXED EXPENSES
Housing
Rent or mortgage     $

Insurance/taxes*        $

Utilities 
Telephone $

Heating    $

Electricity   $

Trash/garbage         $

Water $

Sewer                $

Cable $

Other:   $

Credit card payments
   $

$

$

$

Auto
Loan/lease payment      $

Boat/RV loan payment    $

Insurance  $

Family
Child support/alimony    $

Child/elder care         $

Insurance      
Life  $

Health  $

Disability   $

Long-term care         $

Other fixed expenses   $
Total monthly estimate 
of fixed spending        

$

2B. CONTROLLABLE EXPENSES
Savings
Monthly portion of periodic 
expenses         

$

Emergency fund          $

Saving for long-term goals  $

Food
Groceries             $

Meals at work/school       $

Food eaten out           $

Household expenses
Maintenance and cleaning 
supplies               

$

Furnishings and appliances  $

Outside upkeep and lawn    $

Transportation
Gas                     $

Auto repairs and upkeep    $

Other transportation costs   $

Personal expenses
Medical care              $

Health club or other fees    $

Personal care items        $

Clothing  $

Laundry and dry cleaning    $

Diapers  $

Internet service      $

Cell phone               $

Charity/gifts              $

Recreation and 
entertainment            

$

Other monthly 
controllable expense 

$

Total monthly estimate 
of controllable 
expenses     

$
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Managing in Tough Times

DECIDING WHICH BILLS 
TO PAY FIRST

When your bills exceed the money available to pay them, 
you will have to develop a revised payment plan in order 
to repay your debts. After you have a plan, you will have to 
contact the people to whom you owe money — your creditors 
— and explain your situation. Creditors will usually work with 
you to adjust your payments because they want their money. 

Your past experiences with creditors are important. If you 
have consistently paid bills when due, your creditors will 
be more cooperative than if you were late or did not make 
regular payments. Creditors are in the business of lending 
money and providing services. They want to keep your 
business, but they also want to get paid. 

During a crisis or anytime 
when family income is 
reduced, your spending habits 
must change. The sooner 
you change, the more likely 
your financial problems can 
be lessened. Your family 
should be part of the decision-
making process because their 
cooperation is essential to 
carry out the plans. 

GATHER THE FACTS 
Before you can talk to your creditors, you need to take a 

hard look at your situation and decide how much and when 
you can pay. First, answer the following questions: 

• How much income can you count on each month? 

• How much money is needed to cover your family’s 
essential monthly living expenses? 

• How many creditors do you owe, and what is the total 
amount you owe?

• How long is your present financial situation likely to 
last? 

• What assets (savings or items that could be sold) do 
you have that could be used to pay off your debt? 

• What debts are the most important to repay first? 

• What debts could be satisfied by voluntarily 
surrendering, or giving back, the item? 

• Are any of your creditors offering deferments or 
waiving later fees during a crisis? 

WHO GETS PAID FIRST? 
You are legally obligated to pay all of your creditors. If you 

cannot pay all your bills, you must decide how much to pay to 
which creditor. One way is to divide available money and pay 
each creditor a share of what you owe. This is probably the 
fairest way, but it does not always work because every creditor 
must agree to reduce the amount they receive and extend the 
payment period. 

A second method is to prioritize or list your creditors 
starting with the ones who will receive the most money. Think 
about the worst consequences for your family if certain debts 
were not paid or if they were paid less than the amount due. 
Answering the questions below will help you decide. 

• What will affect my family’s health and security the 
most? Usually the house, utilities, food, transportation 
and medical insurance take priority. Do not be tempted 
to let medical insurance slide when money is tight. If 
anyone in your family becomes ill, uninsured medical 
costs could be devastating. 

When you do not have enough money to cover your 
family’s basic living expenses and pay all your creditors, you 
face some difficult financial decisions. 

AMOUNt DUE

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

MUNICIPAL UTILITY CO.

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

 H & S Insurance C
o.

AMOUNt DUE

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

City Medical Center
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AMOUNt DUE

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

MUNICIPAL UTILITY CO.

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

 H & S Insurance Co.

AMOUNt DUE

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

City Medical Center

AMOUNt DUE

Pay Online
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• What will you lose if the bills are not paid? You can 
lose your purchases if the creditor holds the title of 
the property as collateral or security for the loan, such 
as a home mortgage or car loan. Unsecured debts may 
have to take lower priority.

• What interest rate are you paying? You may decide 
to pay off higher interest credit card balances first to 
reduce the amount of finance charges you are paying. 
Until your financial situation improves, destroying your 
credit cards may be a good idea. PowerPay is a free 
computer program that can help you decide which 
debt repayment plan will save you the most money 
in interest charges. It is available online at https://
powerpay.org. 

• How much do you still owe on the loan? Determine 
how much you have paid on each loan and how much 
you owe. If you have only one or two payments to 
make on a loan, it is probably a good idea to finish 
paying it and getting that debt out of the way. You 
may be able to return newer items or sell them to pay 
off the debt. If you choose to voluntarily surrender the 
item, you will still be required to pay the difference 
between the market value of the item and the amount 
remaining on the loan. 

• Is a consolidation loan a good idea? Generally, 
consolidation loans charge a high interest rate. In 
addition, refinancing to smaller monthly payments 
will extend the number of payments you must make, 
adding to the total cost. While a single loan may make 
payment easier, that is a small benefit considering the 
additional costs involved. 

• What about your credit record? Nonpayment of debts 
is recorded on your credit record and can damage 
your ability to get credit in the future. That is why 
contacting all your creditors immediately if you cannot 
pay your bills is important. If you can pay something 
on each debt, it is less likely that your financial 
problems will be reported on your credit record. 

YOUR REPAYMENT PLAN 
Once you have calculated how much money your family 

has for monthly living expenses and for paying off debts, 
decide how much you can pay to each creditor based on 
the priorities you determined by answering the previous 
questions. Work out a repayment plan that shows how much 
you plan to pay each creditor. 

Now you are ready to contact each of your creditors to 
explain your family situation. You will need to tell them how 
much you are able to pay and when you will be able to pay 
it. Some businesses, such as utility companies, have special 
counselors for customers who cannot pay their bills. 

CONTACTING YOUR CREDITORS 
Once you have gathered the information you need, contact 

each creditor, explain your family’s situation, and work out a 
solution. Be prepared to explain the following: 

• The reason you cannot pay. 

• Your current income and prospects for future income. 

• Other obligations. 

• Your plans to bring this debt up-to-date and keep it 
current, including the amount you will be able to pay 
each month. 

Do not forget creditors, like your dentist, physician, clinic 
and hospital. Contact creditors by phone, email or letter. If you 
phone, write down the name and title of the person to whom 
you talked. Follow the conversation with a letter or email 
summarizing the agreement between you and the creditor. 
Keep copies of your correspondence as well as any reply. 

A sample “Letter to Creditors” is provided to use as a 
guide when writing to creditors. You may also use it as an 
outline of what to say when talking to a creditor. As you 
negotiate with each of your creditors, do not agree to any plan 
simply to get off the hook. Be sure you will be able to follow 
through on the agreement. Establish a payment rate that is 
acceptable to both you and the creditor. 

APPLICATION
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

________________________

APPLICATION
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

________________________
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SAMPLE LETTER TO CREDITOR

Your Name

Your Address

City, State, ZIP

Your Phone

Date

Creditor Name

Creditor Address

City/State/Zip

Re:  Account #:

Name on Account

Balance

Regular Monthly Payment

To Whom it May Concern:

To date I have remained current with the monthly payment on the account listed above. 
My financial situation has recently changed, and I am unable to continue to pay this 
amount. Briefly describe financial hardship. For example, I have been laid off (illness, 
disaster, etc.), and my current income covers only my basic living expenses.  

My intent is to honor my obligation with you. I propose paying $XXX per month for 
the time being. I will contact you when my financial situation improves, and I am able to 
increase this amount.

Thank you for your patience and assistance with this matter. Please contact me 
in writing at the address above by insert date two weeks from date of letter with your 
response.

Sincerely, 

Your Name
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Some alternatives to consider when negotiating 
with your creditors include: 

• Reducing the interest rate. 

• Reducing the monthly payment. 

• Refinancing the loan. 

• Deferring a payment for a short time if you expect your 
income will increase soon. 

• Reducing or dropping late charges. 

• Paying only interest on the loan until you can resume 
making monthly payments. 

• Voluntarily surrendering or giving back an item 
purchased on credit. 

• Selling the item and using the cash to satisfy, or 
partially satisfy, the debt. You will likely still responsible 
for any remaining balance.

• If a creditor agrees to let you sell an item for less than 
you owe, you will be required to pay income tax on 
the difference. If the debt is forgiven, you will receive 
an IRS Form 1099 identifying the forgiven amount that 
will be considered taxable.  

Not all creditors will be willing to accept alternatives. 
However, they will be more likely to work with your family if 
you contact them before they contact you. They all want their 
money and would rather get some money on a regular basis 
than have to begin collection procedures. 

If you fail to follow the plan that you and your creditors 
agreed upon, you will hurt your chances of getting future 

credit. Tell your creditors about any changes that may affect 
your payment agreement. If you owe a large amount of money 
and your creditors will not accept reduced payments, you may 
have to consider more extreme alternatives, such as credit 
counseling. To find an accredited credit counselor, visit the 
National Foundation for Credit Counseling website at http://
www.nfcc.org. Expect to pay a fee for this service.  

IF YOU DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS 
If you miss a payment, you will be faced with increasing 

pressure to pay. First you will receive a notice reminding you 
that you missed a payment and asking you to pay promptly. 
After that, you may receive a more direct letter demanding 
payment, or you may get a phone call. 

If the bills are still not paid, they will probably be turned 
over to an independent collection agency. While the agency 
will try to get you to pay, the law protects you from certain 
actions. They cannot use abusive language or threaten you 
with violence. They cannot call you at unusual hours or 
threaten criminal prosecution. Also, they cannot discuss your 
financial situation with others. 

If you do receive harassing contacts from creditors, you may 
write a letter requesting that they stop collection contacts. 
This letter is called a cease letter and should outline the 
objectionable behavior of the collector’s employees. A sample 
cease letter is provided on the next page. Keep a copy of this 
letter for later reference.  
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SAMPLE CEASE LETTER

Date

Name and address of collection agency

Attention: (name of person in charge of account)

Re:  Account #

Dear ________________,

This is to confirm our conversation on (list date) regarding the account listed above.  In 
accordance with the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, Section 805(c), this letter is your 
notification to “Cease and Desist” any further communication concerning the above-
mentioned debt.

(If there are specific harassment complaints, list them here.)

Your failure to comply with this request will result in charges against your company 
and any employee attempting to collect this debt.

I appreciate your immediate cooperation.  

Sincerely,

Your Signature

Your Printed Name

Your Address

Send this letter via certified mail with a return receipt. 
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Here is what to do if you receive a call from a 
creditor or a collection agency: 

• Ask the name of the caller. Get the name of the 
creditor and the name, address and telephone number 
of the collection agency. Get the exact amount of the 
account that is claimed to be due. Write down the 
date and time of each call. 

• Do not get angry. Remain calm. Arguments do not 
settle anything. Remember, creditors accused of being 
angry or abusive may say it was the customer who 
was angry and abusive. 

• Dispute debts in writing. If you believe you do not owe 
the amount claimed or disagree in other ways, make 
your reasons known promptly in writing to both the 
creditor and the collection agency. Request a written 
statement of your account. Always keep copies of your 
correspondence for future reference. 

CREDITORS’ OPTIONS 
Creditors can take several kinds of legal action against 

you. These actions are often written into the sales contract 
you signed. If you fail to make payments, you will receive 
letters from a creditor’s attorney or collection agency warning 
you of the intended action. 

What a creditor can do if you fail to pay your 
bills: 

• Acceleration — The entire debt is due at once if you 
miss a payment. 

• Repossession —  The creditor can seize the item you 
bought or the property you used as collateral. If the 
sale of the property brings less than the amount you 
owe, you must pay the difference. 

• Foreclosure — If you fail to make a mortgage 
payment or fail to pay the taxes or insurance on your 
house or other property, you have defaulted on your 
contract, and the lender may start proceedings to take 
possession of your home or business and sell it to 
recover the remaining balance of the loan. It usually 
takes about three months for the first court date to 
be set and action to begin. You are responsible for the 
legal fees of foreclosure and the difference between 
the selling price of the property and the amount owed 
on the loan. 

All these actions are very serious and could jeopardize 
your ability to get credit in the future. You can reduce your 
chances of being harassed by creditors or collection agencies 
by communicating with your creditors and working out 
solutions for debt repayment early. 

MAKING IT WORK 
Remember that no matter how bad your situation may be, 

do not ignore your bills and creditors. Prompt action is very 
important; let your creditors know you are having trouble before 
you miss payments and the situation becomes worse. 

Once you have worked out a repayment plan, follow through 
with it and make the payments you promised to make. If you 
fall behind on your new commitments, creditors will be less 
understanding. If you fail to make the payments, creditors may 
hire a collection agency to make you pay. 

Pretending you have no money problems will not make the 
problems go away. You and your family must face the situation 
honestly. Openly discuss spending decisions with all family 
members. This will help everyone realize that changes and 
sacrifices must be made for your family’s plan to be successful. 

BANKRUPTCY 
If you find yourself “overextended” and you have tried 

financial counseling, budgeting and reduced payments and still 
cannot make headway on debts, bankruptcy may become an 
option worth investigating. Bankruptcy is good at wiping out 
credit card debt, but you may have trouble eliminating some 
other kinds of debts, including child support, alimony, most tax 
debts, student loans and secured debts. In addition, filing for 
bankruptcy brings long-term consequences for your financial 
situation and credit rating. It also affects your creditors. 

Bankruptcy is a federal court process designed to help 
consumers and businesses eliminate their debts or repay them 
under the protection of the bankruptcy court. Bankruptcies can 
generally be described as “liquidations” or “reorganizations.” 

If you are considering bankruptcy, contact a lawyer 
experienced in bankruptcy proceedings. The lawyer can help you 
prepare necessary documents and file with the court. Discuss 
attorney and court fees at the first appointment because costs 
vary. 
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Managing in Tough Times

GETTING THE MOST FROM 
WHAT YOU HAVE

GARAG
E

SALE

GARAG
E

SALE

Think about the way you spend 
your money and manage your 
resources.  In tough times it is 
especially important to find ways 
to substitute time, skills and effort 
for spending.  Many money saving 
tips are listed below — you’ll be 
surprised how simple it can be.  
Place  a check mark in front of the 
ones you want to try.  

HOUSING
• Look at total housing costs (including utilities, taxes, 

insurance, maintenance and transportation). Could you 
find a less costly place to live?

• Try to find rent-free or reduced-rent housing by 
managing apartments or offering to do some of the 
maintenance or yard work for the owner.

• If you have extra space, consider renting out a portion 
of it.

• Move in with relatives for a specific time span.

HEATING AND COOLING
• Replace insect screens with solar screens or apply solar 

film to windows to block solar heat from entering 
your home. Exterior shading is much more effective 
than inside window treatments, but closing blinds and 
shades or using curtains with blackout backings is also 
helpful.

• Change or clean your air conditioner’s filter monthly. 
Make sure your air conditioner is cleaned and serviced 
every year.

• Use fans to keep cool with less air conditioning.

• Dress lightly in summer and warmly in winter so you 
can set the thermostat at 78 degrees in summer and 
68 degrees in winter. Don’t fully heat and cool your 
home during the day when no one is home.

• Keep closet doors closed so that space isn’t fully 
heated or cooled.

• Close vents in rooms that are seldom used except when 
this would cause moisture problems.

• On a windy day, use a lighted candle to find drafts 
around windows and doors. Use weather stripping and 
door sweeps to seal these areas.

• Install outlet gaskets behind face plates of all outlets 
and switches.

• If your windows are leaky, make clear plastic storm 
windows. Inexpensive kits are available to make it easy.

• Use paintable caulk to seal cracks and spray foam 
sealant to fill large plumbing holes.  

ELECTRICITY
(Other than heating and cooling)

• Turn water heater down to lower setting (125 degrees 
unless your dishwasher needs 145 degrees).

• Check hot water usage. Don’t let it run, and fix 
leaks right away. Don’t prewash dishes going into a 
dishwasher. Run the washer and dishwasher only when 
full. Use cold rinse on all laundry.

• Wrap your water heater with an insulation kit.

• Keep your refrigerator’s and freezer’s coils clean. 
Vacuum them often. Defrost the freezer when ice is 
one-quarter-inch thick.

• Install dimmer switches or change to three-way bulbs 
so a lower level of light can be provided when bright 
light isn’t needed.

• Switch to fluorescent lighting whenever possible. It uses 
less electricity and makes less heat than incandescent 
lighting. Consider investing in compact fluorescents to 
replace incandescent bulbs in lamps and fixtures used 
the most.

• Turn off lights when not in use. Do not leave appliances 
on longer than needed (coffee pot, TV, etc.)

• Hang-dry clothes to lower dryer cost, or always remove 
clothes promptly from dryer to reduce need for ironing.

• Use microwave, small appliances or stove-top burner 
instead of using the oven. Cook several foods together.

• In the summer, avoid baking during the heat of the day.
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TELEPHONE
• Switch to a cheaper service, if possible.

• If you still use a landline telephone, call the provider to 
discontinue any unused services. 

• For your cellphone, make sure your calling plan 
matches the pattern of calls you typically make. 
Understand peak calling periods, area coverage, 
roaming and termination charges. Compare the prices 
between prepaid and monthly cellphone plans and 
select the best plan for your needs. Ask the cellphone 
company to provide you with your average data usage 
and purchase a plan that fits within your usage range. 
Make sure to find out what are the overage prices for 
voice and data.  If considering an unlimited voice and 
data plan, make sure it fits within your budget. When 
traveling out of the country be sure to contact your cell 
provider to determine the international rates.   

FOOD
• Plan meals a week in advance, and stick to your plan.

• Make a grocery list from your weekly plan and stick 
to your list when shopping. Check cupboards and 
refrigerator to see what’s on hand.

• Plan your grocery list and weekly meals around weekly 
and seasonal specials.

• Shop only when necessary and not more than once a 
week. Eliminate quick trips to the convenience store.

• Don’t grocery shop when hungry; there is a tendency 
to purchase more.

• Try generic or store brands instead of name brands.

• Make sure purchases are charged correctly.

• Compare unit prices. The cost per ounce or per pound 
determines the best value.

• Bring lunch from home instead of buying it.

• Avoid vending machines by bringing your own snacks 
and drinks.

• Use leftovers in soups, casseroles, stews and salads or 
make freezer TV dinners.

• Avoid most snack foods. They are expensive and have 
little nutritional value.

• Plant a garden for low-cost fruits and vegetables.

• Skip high-priced soft drinks and french fries at fast 
food restaurants.

My
Lunch
Bag

TRANSPORTATION
• Organize a carpool or use public transportation or a 

ride share service if available.

• Walk or use a bike for traveling short distances.

• Have a used car checked by a reputable mechanic 
before buying it.  Also, compare the seller’s asking 
price with the average retail price in a “blue book” 
or other guide to car prices.  

• When buying a car, consider costs of depreciation, 
gas and repairs as well as initial price.

• Have your tires inflated properly. Under-inflation 
causes them to wear out too soon and lowers gas 
mileage.

• When replacing tires, consider retreads. Best tires 
should be on the front of the vehicle.

• Buy oil and other fluids from a discount center and 
add or change them yourself.

• Save up to $100 a year on gas by keeping your 
engine tuned.

• Learn how to do minor repairs.

• Comparison-shop for repair work. Check both price 
and reputation. Get estimates in writing.

• Carefully comparison-shop for car insurance. Check 
for any discounts (two car, no traffic tickets, etc.).

• Consider higher deductibles, which lower annual 
costs.

• For an older model, consider dropping collision 
protection since the cost may be too high in relation 
to the car’s value.

CLOTHING
• Buy only because you need the clothing and buy only 

those items that will fit into your present wardrobe.

• Buy usable clothing from thrift shops, garage sales, 
seconds stores or discount centers.

• Plan your necessary purchases during sale time: 
clearance, online sales or discounts, end-of-month or 
end-of-season.

• Exchange clothing with friends or relatives.

• Buy versatile clothes that will expand your wardrobe. 
Buy accessories that can give a new look to what you 
have.

• Buy multiseason clothes, such as all-weather coats 
with zip-in linings.

• Buy minimum care clothing: washable, no iron. 
Choose durable fabrics. Dark clothing usually shows 
wear less than light colors – especially coats and 
slacks. Always check the “care” label before buying. 
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Dry cleaning can quickly cost you more than the price 
of the item.

• Consider saving by sewing, but estimate costs 
carefully. You may be able to buy most items on sale 
for less than you would spend on fabric and supplies.

• Remodel clothing to give it a new look.

• Re-sell your clothing online.  

MEDICAL
• Explore possibility of community health-care services. 

Some clinics offer reduced or sliding fee costs. The 
local public health department will tell you what is 
available: immunizations, chest X-rays and glaucoma 
testing.

• Discuss costs frankly with your doctor. If you have 
medical insurance, know what it will cover and what 
you will be responsible for paying.

• Ask the doctor to prescribe a drug by its generic name 
rather than by brand name, especially for long-term 
prescriptions. 

• Shop locally for the outlet that fills prescriptions at 
lowest cost. Consider ordering several month supplies 
of maintenance medications by mail. 

• Save all receipts from medical bills and prescription 
drugs. These, plus medical insurance payments, 
can sometimes be claimed as federal income tax 
deductions.

• Invest in a healthy lifestyle. Quit smoking. Eat a 
balanced, low-fat diet. Exercise regularly. Become more 
safety alert.

RECREATION
• Exchange home entertaining with friends: “pitch-in” 

parties, family lawn parties, etc.

• Plan a family game night once a week. Occasionally 
include friends and relatives.

• See movies at discount times, wait to watch movies 
once they are played on streaming services or on 
cable. 

• Make use of public facilities and events such as parks, 
concerts, local team sports, art centers, libraries, 
museums or free attractions.

• Take family to celebrations and festivities planned for 
the public.

• Use library services. Cancel magazine subscriptions and 
check out reading material, DVDs and e-books from the 
library. Go places with friends and share expenses.

• Plan vacations in areas where you have family and 
friends who have invited you to stay with them.

FR
EE MUSIC

TONIGHT
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Managing in Tough Times

LIVING WELL ON A 
SHOESTRING BUDGET

When the family faces reduced income, take immediate 
action to stop all excess spending. Whether your situation 
is temporary or extended, you need to get the most for your 
money. 

Studies have found that many 
families do not adjust their 
lifestyle for about six months 
after their income is reduced. 
Six months of ignoring the 
situation can bring disaster. 
When you take charge of 
your financial situation 
immediately, you are making 
a positive contribution to your 
family’s well-being now and in 
the future. 

Following basic money management principles can reduce 
stress and help you adjust to living on less income. Here is a 
list of research-tested principles: 

• Make a list of the family’s most important expenses 
while you have less income. (This means things you 
must have or do.) 

• Make a family spending plan to determine where you 
will spend your money.  Stick to your spending plan. 
With less income, each spending decision is critical. 

Most people give high priority to fixed expenses such 
as rent or mortgage payments, insurance premiums, car 
payments and installment debt. Flexible expenses such as 
food, utilities, clothing and household expenses can be more 
easily adjusted to fit your income. Most people find it easier to 
cut back on flexible expenses. 

All family members need to work together to reduce 
spending. When everyone pulls together, you are more likely to 
succeed in living on less. 

Together, the family should go through the following list 
under each of the flexible expense categories. Check the ideas 
you think would help your family reduce spending. Add your 
family’s ideas to each list. 

As you go through the list, ask how 
spending can be reduced: 

• Can we substitute a less 
costly item? 

• How can we conserve 
resources and avoid waste? 

• Are there opportunities to 
cooperate with others by 
trading or sharing resources? 
Can we save if we do it 
ourselves? 

• Can we do without? 
$

FOOD 
• Plan meals around foods you have on hand until more 

money is available. 

• Plan meals and snacks for a week ahead. Make a list 
of what you need to buy; estimate the cost to know if 
you have enough money to last the week. 

• Shop from a list based on planned menus. Check the 
food advertisements for good buys. Clipping and using 
coupons may save money. Use free phone apps that 
help you earn money back on the items you buy. There 
are many free apps that can be downloaded to your 
smart phone that will allow you to get money back on 
items you purchase at a variety of retail stores. 

• Take advantage of seasonal specials. Foods, especially 
fresh fruits and vegetables, are generally less 
expensive when in great supply. 

• Go shopping as few times as possible. Frequent trips 
can add to family food costs because it is easy to buy 
extra items each time. Shop alone, if possible. It is hard 
to say “no” to your children’s favorite foods when they 
are along. 
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• Do not go shopping when you are hungry. Everything 
looks good when you are hungry, so it is hard to stick 
to your list. Also, shopping in a hurry may cause you to 
overlook the best buys. 

• Use low-cost protein foods such as dry beans, eggs, 
peanut butter, turkey and chicken. Hamburger is often 
a good buy in red meats. Large roasts can be cut up 
and used in different ways for more than one meal. 
Stretch meats by using them in sauces or casseroles. 
Use slow cooking and/or marinating to tenderize less 
expensive cuts of meat. 

• Use reconstituted nonfat dry milk for cooking instead 
of whole milk. Dry milk is equally nutritious and can be 
less expensive. 

• Turn leftovers into “planned overs.” You can 
sometimes get two meals for the price of one. Store 
cooked foods properly to make them last longer. Freeze 
them if you have the space. 

• Take advantage of free- or reduced-price school 
breakfast and lunch programs. 

• Where available, use fish and wild game. 

UTILITIES AND HOUSEHOLD 
MAINTENANCE 

• Maintain and clean your furnace and filters regularly. 

• Find and fix air leaks around windows, doors, 
foundation, electrical outlets, exhaust fans and attic 
openings. 

• Install storm windows and doors or put up plastic 
sheeting to reduce heat loss. 

• Adjust the thermostat setting by five degrees and 
compensate for comfort with clothing. Heating and 
cooling are the most expensive utility costs. 

• Insulate ceilings, exterior walls, under floors, heat ducts 
and hot water pipes. You may qualify for programs 
that insulate your home. Check with your local utility 
company for further information. 

• Select energy efficient light bulbs and fixtures when 
replacements are made. Use fluorescent or compact 
fluorescent bulbs wherever possible. Turn off unused 
lights. 

• Close doors to unused rooms and shut off heat/air 
conditioning to those areas except when this would 
cause moisture problems. 

• Hang clothes to dry instead of using a clothes dryer. 

• Take shorter showers. 

• Evaluate your phone usage and phone plans.  Do you 
really need a landline and a cell phone?  

• Investigate to find the cheapest phone plans.  

• Give up cable or satellite television connections that 
increase your monthly bill. Check into online streaming 
services or check out DVDs at no cost at the library.  

• Learn to do simple home repairs such as replacing 
washers in faucets and repairing damaged electric 
cords, torn window screens or broken windowpanes.

TRANSPORTATION AND 
UPKEEP 

• Carefully plan the use of your car(s) to reduce the 
amount of driving. If you own more than one vehicle, 
and if it is reasonable to do so, sell unneeded car(s). 

• Carpool or use public transportation when possible. 

• Use ride-sharing services when it makes sense.  

• Do your own vehicle maintenance if you have the skills 
and tools. 

• Walk or ride a bicycle instead of using a car for short 
trips. 

• Evaluate automobile insurance policies to make sure 
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you are adequately covered. You may be able to 
reduce your premiums by increasing your deductibles 
on collision and comprehensive. 

• If your employment is seasonal, arrange with your 
agent to have insurance bills due when you are 
working or have funds drafted from your account on a 
regular basis. 

INSURANCE
• Look for broad policies that insure exactly what you 

need to insure. Avoid narrowly defined policies. 

• Do not buy insurance coverage for risks that you could 
insure yourself. You could prepare for low-cost risks, 
such as minor damage to your car, through savings. 

• Take the biggest deductible that you can afford. The 
deductible is the part of the insurance costs that you 
have to pay. 

• Check policies to make certain that you are not paying 
twice for the same coverage. 

• Check out all possible discounts with your insurance 
representative. 

MEDICAL EXPENSES 
• Maintain good health habits. Good nutrition can cut 

down on illness and tooth decay. 

• Learn the symptoms of common diseases in order to 
determine when seeing a doctor is advisable. Early 
treatment of many diseases or injuries is often least 
expensive. Consider taking classes on first aid or baby 
care offered by community agencies. 

• Shop around for doctors and dentists whose fees are 
reasonable. You may find it less expensive to stick with 
the same doctor or dentist to avoid duplication of tests 
and records. Your doctor would probably agree to an 
installment payment plan. Take advantage of public 
clinics and immunizations often available during local 
health fairs or at the parish health department. 

• Update medical insurance policies to eliminate 
duplication of payments since most companies pay on 
a coinsured basis. If you do not have health insurance, 
see if you qualify for medical assistance programs. 

• Check hospital, doctor and dentist statements to make 
sure the services charged were the ones received. 

• Ask your doctor to prescribe and your pharmacist to 
fill prescriptions with generic drugs. Consider ordering 
several months of maintenance medication by mail. 

CLOTHING AND PERSONAL 
CARE 

• Take an inventory of each family member’s wardrobe 
to determine which items must be replaced or added. 
Repair and/or alter present clothing and swap items 
of clothing with other family members or friends. Try 
to develop the attitude in your children that “handed 
down” clothing is not only economical and less 
wasteful but can also be enjoyable. 

• Follow instructions when laundering clothes. 

• Mend clothing promptly. Resole and polish shoes 
instead of buying new shoes. 

• Have children change to older, worn clothing for play. 

• Compare price and quality of clothing you buy. Check 
discount stores, mail-order catalogs, thrift stores, 
secondhand outlets, flea markets and garage sales. 

• Check size and fit. Clothing that does not fit well will 
not be worn often. 

• Re-sell your clothing online.  

• Buy clothing that is washable and easy to care for. 
Read the care labels. 

• Carefully coordinate clothing and accessories so that 
they can be used with several outfits. 
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Pay Online

• Pay premiums the least expensive way, which is 
usually annually, not quarterly or monthly. 

• Compare the costs of several different insurance 
companies before making a choice. Contact the 
Louisiana Department of Insurance (www.ldi.gov) to 
obtain a list of typical prices with different licensed 
companies. 

• Learn if you are eligible for a group policy. Group rates 
are lower than individual rates. 

• Check the local library for information about the 
financial soundness of insurance companies, such as 
Best’s Insurance Reports. You should select a company 
that has at least an “A” rating. 
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• Learn to do your own personal grooming, such as 
hair care and manicures at home. Cut your children’s 
hair yourself. Select cosmetics and toiletries that are 
reasonably priced. 

RECREATION AND LEISURE 
• Choose activities that are free or cost only a small 

amount of money such as hiking, picnicking, visiting 
a museum or attending a free concert. Attend school, 
church, library or community events. 

• If you entertain at home, have potluck affairs for family 
and friends. This way, everyone shares the food costs. 

CHILD CARE 
• Try to arrange your family’s schedule so one parent 

is available to care for children while the other 
parent works. If both parents are unemployed, try to 
alternate child care responsibilities so each will have 
an opportunity to look for a job or have some personal 
time. If only one parent is present in the home, try 
to share child care responsibilities with a relative, 
neighbor or friend. 

• Form a babysitting co-op with other parents.

• Investigate public nursery schools and day care 
centers. Arrange carpools with other parents for 
children’s school and extracurricular activities

• Some job training programs provide child care.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 
• Carefully consider each gift or donation. Reduce 

monetary giving and donate services instead. Make 
gifts instead of buying them, or give services such as 
babysitting, elder care, house watching or pet care. 

• Consider the cost of habits such as smoking and 
drinking alcoholic beverages. These habits are 
expensive, and you may want to reduce or eliminate 
them. 

• Stop magazine or newspaper subscriptions when it 
is time to renew them. Use your computer or public 
library instead.   

• Set a reasonable amount for children’s allowances and 
have a definite understanding with them about what it 
covers. 

SUMMARY 
During challenging financial times, it is very important to 

control spending. Restrict purchases to “needed items” and 
go without items that are just “wants.” Before buying an 
item, ask yourself the following questions: 

• Do we already own one? 

• Can we do without it? 

• Can we postpone its purchase? 

• Can we substitute something else that costs 
less? 

• Can we use our skills to make it? 

REFERENCE  
Controlling Spending.  www.extension.org

AUTHORS
Revised by: Valerie Vincent, LSU AgCenter 

Adapted by: Jeanette A. Tucker, Ph.D., Professor and Extension 
Family Economics Specialist (Retired)
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Managing in Tough Times
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LOST YOUR JOB:  
FINANCIAL SURVIVAL TIPS

Losing a job can be emotional, stressful and financially 
devastating. It does not matter if you are male or female, 
married or single, young or old, experiencing job loss is very 
difficult for individuals and families. If you have an established 
emergency fund of six or more months of living expenses set 
aside, then you can afford to continue life and spending as 
usual for a while to recover from the initial shock of your job 
and income loss. Unfortunately, those without an emergency 
fund cannot afford very much recovery time, as they need 
to take action sooner rather than later. What can you do to 
survive in tough economic times, especially when you have 
lost your job?

Although you may want go 
on with life as usual, stop 
spending immediately 
while you identify and 
prioritize what you must 
spend for needs, and 
greatly reduce or eliminate 
what you spend for wants. 

Needs are food, shelter, utilities and transportation. 
Wants are the other costs like entertainment, eating out, 
new clothes or travel that is not job related. Look for ways 
to reduce the cost of your food, housing, utilities and 
transportation. Can you carpool, pay less rent or share an 
apartment with another person, or not heat (or cool) some 
rooms to reduce utility costs? It is important to be creative 
and rigorous about cutting costs while you are job hunting, 
and also to identify assistance so you can survive financially 
during your unemployment. Take action immediately to 
control your spending and come up with a plan to deal with 
your most important needs. Look around and ask for help 
before your financial situation gets out of your control. Here 
are some suggestions:

FIRST THINGS FIRST
As soon as possible, file for unemployment benefits and 

contact the Department of Children and Family Services 
to determine the eligibility requirements for government 
agencies, food stamps or any food commodity distribution 
programs. During a crisis, check to see if any you qualify for 
any crisis assistance programs. Identify and contact non-
profit assistance programs that might be available through 
churches, the United Way or a food pantry in your community. 
Take advantage of any free or reduced-price school breakfast 
or lunch programs. Make a list of your creditors, contact them 
and explain your situation to avoid eviction, having your 
utilities turned off, having to pay late fees, etc. Write down 
who you spoke to, the date and their instructions. Many are in 
the same boat, so ask your family for help even if all they can 
give you are moral support and suggestions. Now is the time 
to work your network of family and friends to see who has 
heard of any possible job openings. Put the word out for help.

 
BANKING

Change your accounts to a bank or credit union that has 
free checking and does not charge fees. If you have equity 
in your home that you can access with a home equity loan, 
you may be able to use that equity as your emergency fund 
while you are unemployed. Be sure to comparison shop at 
four or more banks and credit unions to get the lowest annual 
percentage rate (APR) and fees. Just remember that if you 
cannot make the payments, you will lose your home.

CHILD CARE
When job hunting, start by visiting websites and job 

boards. This saves time and gas and requires no child care. 
Call United Way to ask if they sponsor a need-based, reduced-
fee child care center. Swap child care with another parent. 
Form a child care co-op with other parents. Some job training 
programs offer child care to participants. Carpool with other 
parents. See if you can qualify for Head Start or the Child Care 
Assistance Program or get a trusted family member to babysit 
while you are job hunting.�����������������
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DONATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS
Make gifts instead of buying them, and reduce your 

donations and giving as much as possible. See if you can get 
refunds on prepaid subscriptions, dues and memberships. 

FOOD/SHOPPING
Avoid convenience stores and shop at the food stores 

with the lowest prices. Comparison shop for the best price 
on everything you buy. Plan meals for a week, always shop 
with a list and shop sales. Pack lunches, snacks, coffee and 
soft drinks. Buy generic, bulk or store brands for the items 
you use. Avoid spending to eat out or to buy drinks or snacks. 
Use leftovers. Get serious about giving up any expensive 
and unhealthy addictions like smoking. Postpone buying 
new clothes and replace dry-clean only items with washable 
clothing when possible. Avoid impulse buying (don’t carry 
cash with you if that helps you to stop spending it).

HOUSING
Call your lender to find out if you can renegotiate your 

mortgage. Call the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development at 1-888-995-4673 for free housing counseling. 
Find out if you qualify for rent assistance or reduced cost 
housing. Call at least four insurers to get quotes for the same 
insurance coverage. Can you rent out a room in your home or 
share an apartment to save on rent? Some single parents are 
trying shared housing, working different shifts and sharing 
child care to save money. Now, more families may be sharing 
the same roof due to job losses. Is there a family member you 
can live with, at least temporarily, while you are unemployed?

INVENTORY AND 
LIQUIDATE
What do you have of value 
that you can sell to raise 
cash? Do you have an extra 
vehicle, a boat, a recreational 
vehicle, a vacation home, 
time share or something 
of value that you could sell 
or give back to the lender 
to avoid having to make 
payments? Do you have 
broken gold jewelry that 
you might be able to sell for 
scrap?  Consider selling non-
critical electronic devices 
through an online auction 
service.

 
PHARMACY/MEDICAL

Take advantage of less expensive generic drugs or over-
the-counter alternatives if they are available. Consider 
using discount mail-order pharmacies for your long-term 
prescriptions. Eat right, exercise and brush and floss to keep 
your good health and reduce costs for medical and dental 
care. There is stress associated with job loss and reduced 
income. Talk to someone and find healthy ways to reduce your 
stress so you don’t develop stress-related health problems. 
Find and use free or reduced fee clinics. Some medical and 
dental schools offer low-cost care.

RECREATION
Take advantage of free activities like public parks, 

playgrounds, museums, concerts, church and school events. 
Use the public library for free, especially for books, music, 
movies and access to the Internet. If you entertain at home, 
make it potluck so everyone brings and shares something.

SERVICES
Discontinue any service you’ve been purchasing that you 

can do yourself such as house cleaning, lawn mowing, laundry, 
ironing, oil changes, carwashing, hair and nail care, etc. Find 
out if you can swap a service with somebody if you don’t think 
you can do some service yourself, like car maintenance.

TELEPHONE/CABLE
Call and ask your carrier to review your usage and 

determine if you can save by going to a less (or more) costly 
plan. Are there calling features or services you can afford 
to discontinue? See how much you can save by going from 
expanded to basic cable service. Call several phone and cable 
providers in your area for quotes and ask what you can save 
with a bundled package.

TRANSPORTATION
Can you share rides, walk, bike or use public transportation 

to save on gas, insurance or parking? Reduce how much you 
drive. Compare gas prices at different stations and use the 
lowest octane recommended for your car. Save gas by driving 
slower and keeping your tires properly inflated. Call at least 
four insurers to get quotes for the same auto coverage. Can 
you save on insurance by raising your deductible? Consider 
the savings associated with dropping the collision insurance 
coverage on older vehicles. Wash your own car. Plan, organize 
and reduce the number of trips for errands and shopping.
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TAX CREDITS
Be sure to file for your tax return and take advantage of 

free tax preparation (1-888-LA-HELP-U). Determine if there 
are any tax credit payments (i.e., Child Tax Credit and Earned 
Income Credit) you may be eligible to receive. Use free VITA 
tax preparation services in your community.

UTILITIES
Find out if your utility company has a budget or cost-

savings plan to average out annual utility costs on a monthly 
basis. Ask if they have any assistance programs. Find out 
their rules about service disconnects and deposits. Turn off 
or unplug any unused lights, TV and electrical items in your 
home. Adjust the thermostat and dress appropriately for the 
season. Don’t heat or cool rooms you don’t use. Use fans to 
cool and circulate air. Take shorter showers. Turn down your 
hot water heater. Wash full loads and do laundry in cold water. 
Hang clothes up to dry instead of using your clothes dryer.

WORK
Make looking for work 
your full-time job and 
realize that the process 
also requires some 
spending. You may need 
to take a part-time or 
temporary job while you 
look for work to help you 
finance your job hunt.

APPLICATION

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________
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__________________

________________________
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__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

________________________

LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, CREDIT 
CARDS AND LOANS

Avoid making late payments, which will be charged 
additional fees and cause interest rate increases. Late 
payments on one card can increase your interest rates on 
other cards and with other lenders. If you cannot pay off your 
entire bill every month, then transfer your balance to a credit 
card with a lower interest rate. Avoid payday and tax refund 
loans at high interest rates. Get a rate quote from your bank 
or credit union to compare costs and get the cheapest loan 
rate.

Resist the urge, no matter how tempting or convenient, to 
continue your pre-unemployment lifestyle and simply charge 
your way through the recession or your unemployment. 
Economists will tell you that what is good for the country may 
not be good for you as an individual. Charging and spending 
might be good for the nation’s economy, but definitely not for 
you. Avoid costly credit spending. It may seem like you have 
few options, but avoid the temptation to survive by running up 
the balance on your credit cards.  Doing without unnecessary 
“wants” in tough times is less painful in the long run than the 
damage to your financial well-being that will be caused by the 
abuse of credit. The recession and unemployment won’t last 
forever, but getting yourself out of a credit disaster could be 
very costly and take (what seems like) an eternity.

REFERENCE  
Consumer Literacy Consortium; 66 Ways to Save Money 
brochure
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